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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The South Australian Cricket Association’s responsibility for
cricket in this State requires constant consideration. With this
in mind, we are arguably moving into a new era, embarking on
a program of collaboration across the entire South Australian
cricket family.
Since June 2017 independent consultant SMC Strategies
has undertaken a program of direct engagement with
representatives of all cricket sectors to help inform our
future planning. This included recent consultation with SACA
members which will continue over coming months.
In addition, the two-day Cricket Connects Forum on 12-13
August 2017 was an exciting cricket gathering. The Forum
involved about 100 people from all parts of the game, coming
together to identify key challenges and opportunities for
South Australian cricket.
It is critical in planning for success that all voices are heard, so
that we connect better than ever before across the broader
cricket community.
To me, a shining light of that forum was the word “fun”. I
suspect we all became involved in cricket because we found
something about it to be fun. We should never lose sight of
that goal.
In an increasingly competitive landscape, it is also vital that
we are prepared to collaboratively implement change for the
good of all who enjoy and participate in our great game.
At SACA, we embrace the need for change and over the
next eight months we will be striving to ensure that we are
appropriately organised to respond to the future needs of
South Australian cricket.

On Field
The West End Redbacks had another strong season,
culminating in a second consecutive appearance in the
Sheffield Shield final, this time in Alice Springs.
We are still chasing that elusive Shield title but SACA will
continue to support our high performance team, coaches and
players as they build for sustained success.
It is satisfying to have so many men and women players
pushing for international selection. Congratulations to Callum
Ferguson and Joe Mennie, who made their Test debut last
November, and Amanda Wellington and Tahlia McGrath, who
represented the Australian women’s team for the first time.
Mennie and Daniel Worrall were part of the Australian ODI
squad that toured South Africa last October. Travis Head and
Adam Zampa have been regulars at the highest level, while
Amanda Wellington and Megan Schutt represented Australia
in the Women’s World Cup in England.
The growth in women’s and girls’ cricket has been
extraordinary. Our SA Scorpions and Adelaide Strikers WBBL
sides play a huge role in promoting the game to a wider
audience.
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Similarly, the Adelaide Strikers BBL side, which didn’t qualify
for the finals last season but continued to attract large
crowds to Adelaide Oval in an exciting competition that also
dominates TV audiences throughout the summer.
Speaking of success, congratulations also to the West Torrens
District Cricket Club. Winning all three men’s titles in one
season is an outstanding achievement, a performance (i.e.
losing only one game across all formats) that has probably
never been matched in Grade/Premier Cricket history.

Day-Night Test
Our move to embrace day-night Test cricket at Adelaide Oval
has been endorsed by record attendances. The past seven
days of Test cricket at our venue have attracted a total of
nearly 250,000 members and fans, remarkable numbers
when you consider previous totals for Test matches against
New Zealand and South Africa. We are delighted England has
agreed to play its first day-night Ashes Test at Adelaide Oval
this coming season and we expect more records to tumble.
It is clear Test cricket across the world needs to find ways to
attract and engage new audiences. Test cricket at Adelaide
Oval has always been well attended but the successes of the
past two day-night Tests – on top of the magnificent Oval
redevelopment – puts us in a strong position in the future as
competition increases for international cricket content. We
have a unique event on offer.

SACA Membership
To have a retention number of 97 per cent from a SACA
membership total of nearly 26,000 last year is an
outstanding result.
We expect similar numbers this year ahead of the popular
Ashes series, which means our long waiting list will continue
to grow.
It is an enviable position for SACA but I can assure you we do
not take it for granted. We continue to work hard to improve
our members’ experience, to add value to your membership
and build on the sense of belonging.

Park 25
Our significant investment in the Park 25 redevelopment,
opposite the new Royal Adelaide Hospital, is taking shape and
should be completed by the end of December 2017.
This project will benefit all levels of cricket by providing
quality facilities including multi-purpose changerooms at the
hub of a four-oval venue, right on the edge of the CBD and
only a short distance from Adelaide Oval.
I look forward to seeing all the grounds full of cricketers and
supporters in future cricket seasons.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Above: The day-night Test match at Adelaide Oval last November attracted a record non-Ashes total attendance, with nearly 126,000 fans
attending the four days.

Financial Results

Summary

It was extremely satisfying to generate an operating cash
surplus of about $2.5 million in 2016-17, particularly as this
has been achieved alongside our growing investment in South
Australian cricket.

Finally, I would like to thank my Board for their contribution
to South Australian cricket and our Chief Executive Keith
Bradshaw for his outstanding leadership of a hard-working
and driven executive and staff.

SACA needs to keep growing our business to allow us to
continue to meet the enormous challenge of making
cricket South Australia’s favorite sport by supporting the
game at all levels.

With the support of, and input from, our passionate
members we will continue to drive and promote cricket
across this State.
Andrew Sinclair
SACA President
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT

Above: Australian coach Darren Lehmann and SACA Chief Executive Keith Bradshaw with Barry ‘Nugget’ Rees.

You only need to flick through the pages of this Annual Report
to see how much work has been undertaken by SACA staff
and our wonderful volunteers in successfully organising
cricket in South Australia.
There have been many great performances this year both on
and off the field.
It is with great pride that I note we reached a record level
of participants in 2016-17, with 123,538 people involved in
playing various forms of the game. This compares to 112,823
the previous year.
Our investment in the growth of women’s and girls’ cricket
continues to be a significant driver behind these results,
alongside the increased awareness of the women’s Big Bash
League and the flow-on effects of the SA Scorpions’ maiden
WNCL title the previous season.

Cricket Connects
It was inspiring to be part of the recent Cricket Connects
Forum, which brought together nearly 100 representatives
of all sectors of South Australian cricket. The forum was part
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of an ongoing program of consultation with the whole cricket
family that will support the continued success of the game in
our State.
The wide-ranging discussions across almost every aspect of
the game underpins and will form key pillars in our strategy
as we develop cricket in South Australia. It also enabled
many valuable new connections to be made between forum
participants that will strengthen our game by building
capacity and creating new opportunities.
Our journey together will not be simple, because there are
many issues requiring attention at all levels and we must work
collaboratively to meet the challenges. However, our common
love of cricket deeply connects us and will underpin our joint
efforts to secure the future health and growth of the game.
A key outcome of the forum was a commitment to working
closely together to ensure that cricket at all levels is fun,
inclusive, family friendly and connected to the community.
I personally feel very excited to be part of this gathering
momentum as we drive success in all facets of cricket in
this State.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
Day-Night Test Cricket
There is no doubt that embracing change has made sure the
Adelaide Test has become an iconic fixture in the Australian
cricket calendar, as has our New Year’s Eve Strikers clash.

South Australian captain Travis Head is also pushing to make
his Test debut and it was a pleasure to watch him make his
first ODI century, fittingly on Adelaide Oval on Australia Day
this year.

To have 125,933 people attend the four days of last
November’s Commonwealth Bank day-night Test match
between Australia and South Africa was further confirmation
of the amazing public support.

Adelaide Strikers

To put it into perspective, our two pink ball Tests have
attracted the biggest aggregate crowds of any Tests against
New Zealand and South Africa at Adelaide Oval. Previously,
only Tests against England and West Indies have broken the
100,000-aggregate mark.

For two months every summer, Australia’s Big Bash League
cricket competition dominates the sports and entertainment
landscape with remarkable attendance, television and digital
online figures providing substantial State, national and
international exposure.

Last season’s attendance was the biggest ever at the Oval for
a non-Ashes Test. Four years earlier, when South Africa last
visited Adelaide, the Test was attended by 73,307 people.

The fast-paced game has quickly created its own niche in
the competitive Australian market, attracting an engaged
audience of new, younger fans and families alongside the
regular cricket followers.

Now we prepare to host England for the first ever Ashes daynight Test from 2 December and we expect to have more than
100,000 members and fans watch the first two days.

Breezair SA Scorpions
After the thrill of securing South Australia’s maiden WNCL title
last year, a new-look Breezair SA Scorpions side last season
missed the final for the first time in four years.
However, it was exciting to watch the growth and
development of so many young female players in our
squads. Two of this group, Tahlia McGrath and Amanda
Wellington, made their ODI debuts with the Southern Stars
and Wellington joined team-mate Megan Schutt in Australia’s
World Cup squad this year in England.

Sheffield Shield
Reaching consecutive Sheffield Shield finals without securing
a much-desired title is disappointing for all of us.
However, I was extremely proud of our young and ambitious
group of West End Redbacks players, as well as all the people
within SACA who support them, from our coaches and high
performance group to all our staff.
We have come a long way and should not underestimate the
effort, planning and skill required to reach the final.
Congratulations to Chadd Sayers, who was voted Sheffield
Shield Player of the Year after taking 62 wickets last season,
including seven in the first innings of the final against Victoria
in Alice Springs. Chadd was 12th man in three Tests last
summer and we all hope that he gets the opportunity to
represent his country at Test level which he so richly deserves.
Credit also goes to Callum Ferguson and Joe Mennie, who
endured the rollercoaster ride of being presented their baggy
green caps together in Tasmania last November but only
received the one opportunity.

The Adelaide Strikers have clearly emerged as South
Australia’s most exciting new sporting brand on the
international stage.

South Australians love their Strikers and are passionate about
their teams and players. Once again we had fantastic support,
with four big crowds at Adelaide Oval including 45,471 for the
New Year’s Eve contests.

‘Nugget’ Rees
It was a memorable season for Barry ‘Nugget’ Rees.
First, we announced that the players’ viewing room at
Adelaide Oval would be named in his honour. Then he was
given honorary life membership of SACA, presented at the
Test match dinner.
‘Nugget’ has been a trusted and much loved member of the
South Australian and Australian teams at every Adelaide Oval
fixture for more than 50 years.
This is a fitting tribute to a man who has not only spent more
time in the players’ viewing room with the South Australian
and Australian players than anyone else in Australian cricket,
but has also contributed significantly to the game in South
Australia. Well done ‘Nugget’.

Financial Year
We have again delivered strong financial results in 2016-17
– posting an operating cash surplus of $2.5 million - and this
allows for substantial future investment into cricket.
The Park 25 redevelopment, due for completion late this
year, is a great example of what can be achieved with SACA
investing over $10 million. The community facilities on the
corner of Port Road and West Terrace will mostly benefit
grassroots, community, country and women’s cricket and is
our largest investment into cricket outside of Adelaide Oval.
Thank you to our 25,736 SACA members and all cricket fans
who continue to support cricket in South Australia.
Keith Bradshaw
SACA Chief Executive
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

Above: South Australian players Joe Mennie and Callum Ferguson made their Test debuts the same day in Hobart last November.

Our ultimate goal as a High Performance unit is to have
SACA players represent Australia at the highest level and a
baggy green cap sits on top of the whiteboard at every team
meeting. Two deserving players earned their Test debuts in
Callum Ferguson and Joe Mennie and Megan Schutt, Amanda
Wellington and Tahlia McGrath represented South Australia
in the Australia women’s cricket team. Daniel Worrall and
Mennie also joined Adam Zampa and Travis Head on the
Australian ODI squad’s tour of South Africa and to have
four players in a squad of 15 was a tremendously pleasing
achievement for all involved. For our players to be regularly
recognised at the highest level is testament to the ‘world’s
best’ mantra they train by.
The domestic season began with the Matador Cup and the
team had varying results, ranging from bad losses (to Victoria
in Perth), to a tie with Western Australia through to an
excellent win against a New South Wales team that contained
nine players with international experience. The team was
challenged with our four international players away in South
Africa, however the great benefit has been the exposure and
development of some young players. We had four debutants
– Jake Weatherald, Cameron Valente, Nick Benton and Wes
Agar – in the first game of the tournament against WA and
another (Michael Cormack) in our match against NSW.
These players performed well at times in the tournament
to indicate they have the ability to compete consistently at
this level. Weatherald made an excellent century against
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the Cricket Australia XI and Valente was outstanding,
finishing equal leading wicket-taker in the tournament
and contributing a century against Victoria at the WACA.
Callum Ferguson led the team very well on and off the field,
performing with the bat and continually supporting all players
through the tournament. Alex Ross unfortunately broke a
bone in his right hand batting in the tied game against WA
and was replaced in the squad by Sam Raphael. The Matador
Cup campaign finished in disappointing circumstances with
the team unable to win our last qualifying match against
Tasmania, therefore missing qualification for the finals.
The focus immediately switched to the Sheffield Shield and
our most consistent performer over the past few years,
Chadd Sayers, ominously dismantled Western Australia
and Tasmania. His remarkable season totalling 62 first-class
scalps, which earned him a spot in the Sheffield Shield Team
of the Year and the Neil Dansie Medal, drove us to the final
where he still troubled Victoria in the Alice Springs heat, with
seven first-innings wickets. The team fought very hard for the
full five days and a real captain’s knock from Travis Head in
the second innings to resist defeat displayed the heart of the
group who continued to compete with their backs against the
wall. The entire bowling unit was consistent throughout the
season and a large reason for this is the relentless work put in
from departing bowling coach Rob Cassell, who joins Cricket
Ireland having helped shape one of the most revered attacks
in the competition.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
The success of our senior team would not be possible without
our pathway programs and constant competition for spots.
David Grant earned his baggy red after performing in Futures
League cricket and the tour match against South Africa and
John Dalton made his debut after back-to-back Futures
League centuries. We continue to grow our depth through
the Futures League program and we are seeing more ready to
contribute when selected at first-class level.
After winning the Women’s National Cricket League the
previous season, the SA Scorpions were boosted by the
signing of former England international Charlotte Edwards
and were led by a new captain in Tegan McPharlin. The
Scorpions opened their WNCL program in Brisbane over four
days from October 13-16. The Scorpions had three hardfought matches, with incredibly close results – a loss by one
wicket to NSW, a tie against Queensland and a good win by
51 runs against Tasmania, which in the end was a reflection
of a season – so close. Unfortunately for the team, it failed to
qualify for the final.
Sarah Coyte stood up in the absence of stalwart Megan
Schutt and Southern Star newcomers Amanda Wellington
and Tahlia McGrath. Sarah decided to pursue a different
pathway in health and fitness at the close of the season and
we wish her all the best on her new journey. We continue to
see girls choose cricket as a pathway and myself, along with
Scorpions coach Andrea McCauley, are extremely happy with
the depth and talent coming through the SACA Female High
Performance programs.

Above: John Dalton forced his way into the Shield team with
back-to-back Futures League centuries.
Below: Megan Schutt represented Australia in the World Cup in England
this year.

The BBL and WBBL Strikers had their sets of challenges
throughout the season as consistency evaded both sides.
The men would come to rue extremely narrow defeats and
were unlucky not to finish higher on the ladder. The girls were
unable to make strong starts and inconsistency at the top
of the order cost them a higher finish, proving the ruthless
nature of the shortest format. The fans still came out in
droves and showed their incredible support, with the New
Year’s Eve fixture one of the most anticipated events of the
year. We continue to bring new people into the game and
know our performances will match the hype moving forward.
To reach a second consecutive Sheffield Shield final and bat
out a draw against a very experienced Victorian outfit is the
resilience we have been working towards and we know the
final prize is right around the corner. The female programs
continue to get stronger and stronger as women’s cricket
grows and we know we have a system in place that will
support their development and success in the long-term.
Despite constant improvements we are still not satisfied and
being so close to lifting trophies has made us hungrier than
ever. We are excited about the future and believe we are
building a playing group and staff that have the talent and
culture to be consistently competitive for an extended period.
Tim Nielsen
General Manager, High Performance
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NEIL DANSIE MEDAL

Above: Chadd Sayers took home the Neil Dansie Medal after starring for South Australia in the Sheffield Shield season.

Swing king Chadd Sayers and batter Charlotte Edwards were
crowned South Australian cricket’s best and fairest after
outstanding displays in season 2016-17.
Sayers was the story of the summer in capturing a
competition-leading 62 wickets in the Sheffield Shield, falling
just five scalps short of Colin Miller’s all-time record of 67 en
route to his second Neil Dansie Medal.
The paceman was also named Sheffield Shield Player of the
Year for his dominance throughout the season after becoming
just the sixth bowler in Australian domestic cricket history to
top 60 wickets in a season.
Sayers polled 168 votes to take home the Dansie Medal ahead
of Callum Ferguson (133) and Tom Cooper (132), despite not
featuring in the Matador BBQs One-Day Cup, which also is
voted on.
English import Charlotte Edwards showed the depth of her
class by being named the Andrea McCauley Trophy winner in
her first season for South Australia.
The former England captain was voted SA’s most outstanding
cricketer in the Women’s National Cricket League after
scoring two centuries for the Breezair SA Scorpions to finish
with 312 runs at an average of 52 from her six matches.
In the T20 arena, Ben Dunk’s last-minute BBL signing proved
a masterstroke after the destructive left-hander was crowned
the Adelaide Strikers’ MVP for his competition-high 364 runs
at an average of 52.
Megan Schutt, who took 13 wickets in the WBBL season,
was named Strikers’ WBBL MVP on top of winning the
bowling award.
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Emerging allrounder Cameron Valente was recognised for his
breakout Matador Cup campaign, named the One-Day Player
of the Year after finishing the tournament as leading wickettaker with 15 scalps at 16.73 to go along with a maiden List A
century against Western Australia.
Young gloveman Alex Carey capped off an outstanding season
behind the stumps when he received the Barry ‘Nugget’
Rees Award, recognising the Redbacks player who best
exemplifies passion, humility, integrity, teamwork and respect
for the game. In his first full season with the Redbacks, the
wicketkeeper also broke the Sheffield Shield all-time singleseason dismissals record with 59.
Opening batsman John Dalton won the Barry Jarman Most
Improved trophy. Dalton, who made his Redbacks debut in
the last round and also played in the Shield final, scored 455
runs in the Toyota Futures League and also scored heavily at
Premier Cricket level with Kensington.
Below: England star Charlotte Edwards won the Andrea McCauley
Trophy after a successful season with the SA Scorpions.

NEIL DANSIE MEDAL
STATE INDIGENOUS PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Ayden McGregor-Baptista
Awarded to the most outstanding Indigenous South Australian cricketer.
TOYOTA FUTURES LEAGUE FOR BATTING
Kelvin Smith
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest batting
aggregate in the Toyota Futures League competition.
TOYOTA FUTURES LEAGUE FOR BOWLING
Nick Winter
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest bowling
aggregate in the Toyota Futures League competition.
SHELLEY NITSCHKE TROPHY
Eliza Doddridge
Awarded to the most outstanding South Australian cricketer of the
under-18 female national championships.
MAJOR GENERAL SYMES TROPHY FOR BATTING
Ben Pengelley
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest batting
aggregate in the under-19 male championships.
MAJOR GENERAL SYMES TROPHY FOR BOWLING
Tyrell Sinclair
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest bowling
aggregate in the under-19 male championships.
AE SMITH TROPHY FOR BATTING
Henry Dall
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest batting
aggregate in the under-17 male national championships.
AE SMITH TROPHY FOR BOWLING
Lloyd Pope
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest bowling
aggregate in the under-17 male national championships.
PETER WANG PERPETUAL MEMORIAL AWARD
Ben Pengelley
Recognises a youth squad cricketer who displays excellent cricket
ability, high work ethic, admirable team loyalty, distinguished
character and respect for the spirit of the game.
BATTING TROPHY WOMEN’S NATIONAL CRICKET LEAGUE
Charlotte Edwards
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest batting
aggregate in the Women’s National Cricket League.
BOWLING TROPHY WOMEN’S NATIONAL CRICKET LEAGUE
Amanda Wellington
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest bowling
aggregate in the Women’s National Cricket League.
MOST IMPROVED TROPHY SCORPION SQUAD
Tahlia McGrath
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer under 25 years of age, who
has displayed significant improvement in their cricket ability, a high
work ethic, team loyalty, distinguished character and respect for the
game during the past 12 months.
ANDREA MCCAULEY TROPHY
Charlotte Edwards
Awarded to the most outstanding cricketer in the Women’s National
Cricket League.
BBL ADELAIDE STRIKERS MVP
Ben Dunk
Awarded to the most outstanding cricketer for the Adelaide Strikers in
the Big Bash League competition this season.

WBBL ADELAIDE STRIKERS MVP
Megan Schutt
Awarded to the most outstanding cricketer for the Adelaide Strikers in
the Women’s Big Bash League competition.
BOWLING TROPHY WBBL
Megan Schutt
Awarded to the Strikers cricketer with the highest bowling aggregate
in the Women’s Big Bash League.
BATTING TROPHY WBBL
Tasmin Beaumont
Awarded to the Strikers cricketer with the highest batting aggregate
in the Women’s Big Bash League.
MATADOR ONE-DAY CUP BATTING TROPHY
Callum Ferguson
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest batting
aggregate in the Matador BBQs One-Day Cup competition.
MATADOR ONE-DAY CUP BOWLING TROPHY
Cameron Valente
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest bowling
aggregate in the Matador BBQs One-Day Cup competition.
MATADOR ONE-DAY CUP PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Cameron Valente
Awarded to the most outstanding South Australian cricketer in the
one-day domestic competition this season.
THE JAMES IRWIN TROPHY
Tom Cooper
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest batting
aggregate in all first-class matches.
THE WL BRIDGLAND TROPHY
Chadd Sayers
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer with the highest bowling
aggregate in all first-class matches.
THE LORD HAMPDEN TROPHY
Chadd Sayers
Awarded to the player who accumulates the most votes for all
matches during the first-class season.
BARRY “NUGGET” REES AWARD
Alex Carey
Awarded to the player who annually displays passion for South
Australia and South Australian cricket, humility, honesty and integrity,
teamwork and respect for the game of cricket.
BARRY JARMAN MOST IMPROVED TROPHY
John Dalton
Awarded to the South Australian cricketer under 25 years of age, who
has displayed significant improvement in their cricket ability, a high
work ethic, team loyalty, distinguished character and respect for the
game during the past 12 months.
NEIL DANSIE MEDAL
Chadd Sayers
Awarded to the most outstanding South Australian male cricketer
across all forms of the game taking into account performance,
competitiveness, team spirit and work ethic. It is named after the
patriarch of South Australian cricket, Neil Dansie OAM. Affectionately
known as ‘Nodder’, Neil has made an immeasurable contribution to
sport in South Australia and has been involved in cricket in this State
for more than 65 years.
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EMERGING REDBACKS
The Emerging Redbacks Program has again been pivotal in
the continued production of players onto rookie and senior
contracts in conjunction with the development of graduating
under-19 players.
The program exposes players to the training demands of a
professional athlete in conjunction with their other personal
commitments, I.e. work and university.
Continuing to grow and understand the expectations as
a squad and organisation demanding ‘World’s Best, Team
First and Fun’ has again assisted with the overall team and
individual success we have seen at a Futures League, Matador
Cup and first-class level.
The selected squad for the 2016-17 season was:
Akash PATEL 			

Glenelg

Luke ROBINS 			

East Torrens

Jake WINTER 			

Glenelg

Spencer JOHNSON 		

West Torrens

Ben TURLEY 			

Woodville

Conor McINERNEY 		

Woodville

Nick WINTER 			

University

Josh BARRETT 			

Southern District

Michael CORMACK 		

Adelaide

Brad DAVIS			Sturt
Jacob DICKMAN 			

Prospect

Daniel DREW 			

West Torrens

Damon KERR 			

Port Adelaide

Joel LOGAN 			

University

Elliot OPIE 			

Kensington

Every season the Emerging Redbacks squad is reviewed post
the SACA Redbacks League (October) and national under-19
championships (December). Additional players who were
included into the squad across the season based on their
exceptional performances were:
Jacob DICK 			

Sturt

Ben PENGELLY 			

Adelaide

Josh PENGELLY 			

Adelaide

Austin UMPHERSTON 		

Port Adelaide

Connor DUDLEY 			

Sturt

Lloyd POPE 			

Kensington

Josh HOFFMANN 			

Glenelg

The following points outline the program and its purpose in
the SACA high performance pathway.
1. Identify and stretch potential players who can impact
short, medium and long-term for South Australia and,
ideally, Australia.
2. Fast-track young up-and-coming players to be ‘first-class
ready’ at the earliest possible time to ensure SA has
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Above: Ben Pengelley was rewarded for good form by being added to
the Emerging Redbacks’ squad during the season.

quality depth in its system to enhance the chances of
long-term sustainable success at the domestic level in all
forms of the game.
3. Mirroring the culture of the Redbacks squad, ensuring
players strive to be “world’s best”, put the “team first”
and have “fun”.
Highlights included several players from within the squad
being selected to represent South Australia. Michael Cormack
made his list A debut while 11 players were chosen for SA in
the Futures League. In addition, six squad members were
selected after impressive performances at the national
under-19 championship.
Further recognition goes to Daniel Drew, who won the
Bradman Medal and made the West End Premier Cricket Team
of the Year. Daniel’s commitment to all aspects of the program
was outstanding. Conor McInerney, Nick Winter and Akash
Patel were also selected in the Team of the Year while Jake
Winter and Brad Davis were awarded the Jason Gillespie and
Darren Lehmann medals.
Across the season the squad was exposed to several of South
Australia’s best coaches in Jamie Siddons, Rob Cassell, Shaun
Williams, Luke Williams, Brad Young, Dan Cullen, Jeff Vaughan
and Shaun Tait. John Palmer continues to be crucial in our
ongoing development of the next generation of players as the
assistant coach and head coach of the under-19 team.
The Emerging Redbacks Program over the past six years
continues to show its importance at the top end of SA’s High
Performance Pathway progressing players (approximately 30)
onto Redbacks contracts or being selected in the Redbacks’
Sheffield Shield or one-day teams.
The expansion of our performance enhancement service staff
(strength and conditioning, physiotherapy, nutrition, player
development and psychology) has ensured the program
continues to provide elite support to uncontracted players
and professional standards. This ensures the State’s depth in
the short, medium and long term on our continual search for
success at a domestic level.
Shane McDermott
Redbacks High Performance Coach

DEBUTS | SCHOLARSHIPS

Above: Former Australian captain Greg Chappell presented David Grant with his South Australian cap before his Sheffield Shield debut in December.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DEBUTS
BREEZAIR SA SCORPIONS
Brooke Harris
Charlotte Edwards
Sarah Lowe (50 over debut)

WEST END REDBACKS – MATADOR ONE-DAY CUP

she had gained through her studies to a vocational setting
is likely to greatly assist Katelyn in both her on and off-field
endeavours moving forward.

LES FAVELL SCHOLARSHIP
In 2016-17 Ben Pengelley was the successful recipient of the
‘Les Favell Cricket Foundation Trust – Basil Sellers Initiative’.

Michael Cormack
Wes Agar
Nick Benton
Jake Weatherald
Cameron Valente

Ben is a promising allrounder who represents the Adelaide
District Cricket Club in the SACA Premier Cricket Competition.
Ben had a busy and successful season and his long list of
achievements included:

WEST END REDBACKS – SHEFFIELD SHIELD

•	Representing the Australian under-19 team that competed
against the Australian under-17 team at the SCG in a BBL
curtain-raiser.

John Dalton
David Grant

BASIL SELLERS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Through the generous support of Basil Sellers, the Basil Sellers
Scholarship Program continued in the 2016-17 season with
Katelyn Pope being the successful recipient.
A talented left-arm swing bowler, Katelyn represented
South Australia in the 2016-17 Women’s National Cricket
League and also made her debut for the Adelaide Strikers
in their WBBL fixture against the Brisbane Heat at the Gabba
in January 2017.
As part of this scholarship, Katelyn was employed as a SACA
High Performance Trainee working predominantly with SACA’s
well regarded SSSM (Sports Science Sports Medicine) Team.
Katelyn had previously completed a Bachelor of Human
Movement from the University of South Australia and the
opportunity to transfer some of the knowledge and skills

• Making his Futures League debut against NSW.

•	Representing SA at the U19 National Championships,
where he was named in the team of the carnival.
•	Representing SA Country at the National Country
Championships, where he was named player of the carnival.
•	Representing Upper North at the SA Country Carnival
where he was an integral part of the team winning the
championship.
The major element of Ben’s scholarship involved him working
part-time in the cricket department at SACA. Ben contributed
enormously which enabled him to gain valuable experience
and knowledge that will assist him throughout his career.
Ben also continued his studies by undertaking a personal
trainers’ course while executing his duties at the SACA. This
winter he was selected to spend the winter months training at
the Bupa National Cricket Centre in Brisbane to further build
his capacity as a player.
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WEST END REDBACKS

Above: Chadd Sayers celebrates a wicket with Redbacks team-mates in the Sheffield Shield final in Alice Springs.

‘Third time’s a charm’ will be the mantra for the West End
Redbacks in season 2017-18 after falling short of a droughtbreaking Sheffield Shield title win against the experienced
Victorian Bushrangers in the final at Traeger Park.
Despite a herculean effort from the South Australian bowlers
and a gutsy second-innings century from captain Travis Head,
it was the Bushrangers who had the upper-hand in the Red
Centre, making the most of the batsman-friendly conditions
to grind out a draw and retain the Shield for the third
successive year. The Vics had beaten SA in the Shield final at
Gliderol Stadium, Glenelg, the previous summer.
The final was preceded by a thrilling last round of Shield action,
which saw four sides vying for the sole remaining final berth
against the ladder-leading Bushrangers. After comfortably
accounting for the Tigers down in Tasmania, it was an anxious
wait for the Redbacks, who were forced to watch from afar
as other results around the country unfolded. Eventually,
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Western Australia’s thrilling six-run win over New South Wales
in Perth was enough to elevate SA into second position and
set-up a final rematch against Victoria in Alice Springs.
The season began in emphatic fashion for the Redbacks with
a thumping 10-wicket win over Western Australia in Perth. A
record-equalling 198-run seventh-wicket stand between Alex
Carey and Tom Cooper and a man-of-the-match performance
from paceman Chadd Sayers saw SA extract maximum points.
The Redbacks’ momentum continued against Tasmania,
triumphing by an innings-and-94-runs as young opener
Jake Weatherald recorded his maiden first-class century and
Sayers added to his case for a Test call-up with a phenomenal
11-wicket haul on a flat Adelaide pitch.
Losses at the hands of Queensland and Victoria saw the
Redbacks’ momentum stall momentarily, before responding
with an important win against New South Wales before
the mid-season break. Sayers again proved the difference
between the sides with match figures of 8/93 but it was

SHEFFIELD SHIELD
young middle-order batsman Jake Lehmann who guided SA
to a thrilling two-wicket victory thanks to his unbeaten 47.
The Redbacks were poised in second position at the season’s
halfway mark.
However, the young South Australian side struggled to pick
up where it left off following the Big Bash break, letting an
opportunity slip against Western Australia at Gliderol Stadium
before again falling to the Bushrangers in Melbourne.
The return of Adam Zampa from international ODI duties
came as a welcome addition to SA’s attack. The young leggie’s
maiden 10-wicket match haul and a composed 178-run stand
from Tom Cooper and Lehmann helped the Redbacks record
a crucial six-wicket victory against Queensland to keep their
season alive.
A nine-wicket loss to the Blues in Sydney followed by a 193run win over Tasmania in Hobart saw SA caught in the crush
between second and fifth, only to eventually snare second
and a final spot thanks to the last-gasp six-run win by Western
Australia against New South Wales.
Despite falling short of a Shield title it was another outstanding
season from a young side that just two seasons earlier was
consigned to the bottom of the table. Long-awaited Test
debuts to Callum Ferguson and Joe Mennie were among the
highlights, as was the continued development of young stars
Lehmann, Weatherald, Daniel Worrall, Head and Carey.
Another outstanding season from Sayers saw the 29-year-old
finish with a remarkable 62 wickets – the third-highest total in
Shield history – and his second Neil Dansie Medal, along with a
strong claim for higher honours next summer.

Above: Tom Cooper started the Shield season with a century against
Western Australia at the WACA Ground in Perth.
Below: SA captain Travis Head defied Victoria’s attack with a secondinnings century in the Sheffield Shield final.

SHIELD BATTING
			

Runs 		

Ave

Tom Cooper		

736

		

38.73

Jake Lehmann		

692

		

40.70

Travis Head		

645

		

43.00

Jake Weatherald

634

		

31.70

Alex Carey		

594

		

33.00

Callum Ferguson

507

		

25.35

SHIELD BOWLING
			

Wkts 		

Ave

Chadd Sayers		

62

		

19.00

Kane Richardson

32

		

25.93

Adam Zampa		

30

		

38.30

Joe Mennie		

27

		

20.74

Daniel Worrall		

26

		

27.76

Travis Head		

12

		

45.25
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ONE-DAY CUP
The two-legged tournament in Perth and
Sydney served as the perfect precursor for
a young Redbacks squad vying for a second
consecutive finals appearances in both
domestic competitions.
Four List A debutants – opening batsman
Jake Weatherald and quicks Nick Benton,
Cameron Valente and Wes Agar – featured in
an explosive tournament opener against the
Western Warriors at the WACA Ground.
Man-of-the-match Alex Carey struck an
impressive 75 off 86 balls and the Redbacks
seemed to be cruising towards victory
before losing 4/11 for the clash to end in a
rare and frustrating tie.
Despite a loss to a vastly more experienced
Bushrangers side in the second match,
Cameron Valente’s outstanding century
marked the rise of a promising allrounder who
was just as damaging with the ball throughout
the tournament. The team seemingly found
inspiration from that individual performance
to produce a stunning six-wicket win against
New South Wales, led by interim captain
Callum Ferguson, who produced a masterful
unbeaten 73. Agar and Valente were the
destroyers with the ball, claiming three
wickets each to ensure the Redbacks earned
their first win of the tournament, along with
a bonus point.
Jake Weatherald displayed his intent to
improve on his first-class debut late the
previous season, bludgeoning 141 off 104
deliveries, while Ferguson plundered 154 off
113 to help post a domestic one-day record
of 420 for the CA XI to chase. The young
development squad failed to reach the
mammoth target, leaving destiny in the hands
of the Redbacks for a spot in the elimination
final. But, despite 63 from Tom Cooper and
a rapid 35 off 18 balls from returning captain
Travis Head, they suffered a 29-run loss to
the Tasmanian Tigers, ruling them out of
the finals.
Valente ended the tournament as the
leading wicket-taker, epitomising the spirit
of the young group which will have greatly
benefitted from the experience of playing
against some of the country’s finest players.

Left: Young allrounder Cameron Valente scored a
century and was leading wicket-taker in the One-Day
Cup series.
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BREEZAIR SA SCORPIONS | WNCL

Above: The SA Scorpions celebrate a wicket in their WNCL game against the ACT at Manuka Oval in October.

After their famous win in the Women’s National Cricket
League in 2015 and having welcomed some exciting new faces
into their line-up, the Scorpions were expected to again be
strong contenders for the crown.

Rainy Canberra now hosted the Scorpions, bringing the
Duckworth-Lewis rule into effect. After restricting ACT to
just 133, the Scorpions fell short by 33 runs, conceding their
second loss for the season.

With a new captain in Tegan McPharlin and boom recruit in
legendary English batter Charlotte Edwards, along with some
exciting young talent, South Australia took a somewhat
new-look team into the WNCL competition.

SA faced Western Fury at Woodville Oval without star pace
bowler Megan Schutt, who was on international duties.
Despite this, a 142-run partnership between Edwards (104)
and McGrath (81) and three wickets each for Wellington and
McGrath inspired a comfortable 52-run victory.

Producing mixed results, with three wins, one tie and two
losses, the Scorpions finished in fourth place, missing out on
the final for the first time in three years.
With only six matches in the women’s domestic tournament,
a couple of close losses can mean the difference between
finishing top or bottom.
The Scorpions’ campaign opened with a final rematch against
NSW Breakers and it was one of those costly narrow defeats
for the champs.
Chasing 216, the Breakers had reached 6/203 before Tahlia
McGrath snared three quick wickets, the match going down
to the wire. NSW held firm for a one-wicket win.
It took a couple of matches for the Scorpions to find
momentum but Edwards was quickly in form, scoring a classy
century against Queensland Fire – but the clash ended in an
exciting tie.

McGrath and Wellington’s impressive form did not go
unnoticed as they were rewarded with ODI debuts with the
Southern Stars, demonstrating the depth of talent booming
through SA ranks.
Young bowler Brooke Harris and allrounder Sarah Lowe
made their WNCL debuts, with Harris picking up two wickets.
Wicketkeeper-batter Jordan Doecke was also named for the
first time in the squad.

Sarah Coyte retirement
Former international player Sarah Coyte announced her
retirement from domestic cricket following the 2016-17 season.

Half-centuries from McPharlin and Edwards saw the Scorpions
through for a 51-run win against Tasmania.

Coyte, who moved to Adelaide from her home State of New
South Wales to join the Scorpions for the 2015-16 season,
returned to Sydney in April to be close to her family and to
concentrate on her career in health and fitness. The talented
25-year-old allrounder was an asset to the Scorpions and
Strikers over the past two seasons.

It looked like being a typically tough contest against
Victoria but Alex Price (3/38), Sarah Coyte (2/40) and Amanda
Wellington (2/27) brought their A-game and the Spirit was
dismissed for just 155, handing SA its second win
for the season.

Coyte played in four Test matches, 30 ODIs and 47 T20Is for
Australia from 2010 until she retired from the highest level
in early 2016. She was an integral member of the Scorpions’
2015 Women’s National Cricket title win, helping SA overcome
NSW in the final.
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ADELAIDE STRIKERS | BBL
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ADELAIDE STRIKERS | BBL

The KFC BBL|06 kicked off with another record-breaking
crowd, when 38,011 fans – the biggest pre-Christmas BBL
crowd – packed into Adelaide Oval for the season-opener
against Brisbane Heat. The match was a run-fest, with more
than 400 scored in the two innings, Ben Dunk announcing
himself to the Adelaide Strikers faithful with a devastating
85 off 43 balls but the Heat winning by 10 runs. Remarkably,
security guard Vikas Chhikara stole the show, not breaking a
sweat or even leaving his chair to casually snare a catch over
the rope at square-leg from a six hit by former Test opener
Joe Burns.
The Strikers bounced back from the narrow home defeat with
a comprehensive win against the Sydney Sixers on New Year’s
Eve. English import Chris Jordan showed why he is widely
regarded as one of the best allrounders in world cricket with a
stunning caught-and-bowled from a full-blooded Sam Billings
drive. Jordan combined impressively with 204cm paceman
Billy Stanlake, who snared his best Twenty20 figures of 3/17,
as the Strikers cruised to a 48-run win, bringing in the New
Year in style in front of 45,000 celebrating fans.
Dunk was at it again to earn player-of-the-match honours with
a clinical unbeaten 79 off 49 balls against Hobart Hurricanes
at Adelaide Oval, bouncing back from an away defeat to the
Hurricanes the previous week.
While coach Jason Gillespie and the Strikers would come to
lament inconsistencies in the field, Ben Laughlin took one
of the greatest BBL catches of all time to dismiss Renegades
captain Aaron Finch. Laughlin sprinted back with the flight
of the ball before diving full-length to snatch the ball in his
Left: Ben Dunk starred for the Strikers after being a late addition
to the squad.

outstretched right hand, before bowing to the appreciative
Adelaide Oval crowd. The fans ultimately were disappointed
when the Strikers fell six runs short.
The surprise package of the season was New Zealander Ish
Sodhi. The leg-spinner impressed with two wickets on debut
against the Melbourne Stars but the Strikers were unfortunate
to fall to a two-wicket defeat with just three balls remaining.
Coming in as an injury replacement for Jordan, Sodhi proved
virtually unplayable in the final fixture against Sydney
Thunder. He snared the second-best BBL figures in history
with a stunning 6/11 from 3.3 overs – Lasith Malinga claimed
a record 6/7 in 2012-13 – as the Strikers cruised to a 77-run
victory, ending the season on a high. Strikers MVP Ben Dunk
was the first Striker to amass 300 runs in a series, slamming
364 runs at a stunning average of 52.
BBL|06 was a challenging season in which the Strikers were
plagued with injuries and tight losses, finishing in sixth place
with a 3-5 win-loss record. A number of stunning highlights
were undone by marginal errors in the field, international
disruptions and a lack of consistency with the bat. An offseason refocus and recruitment period will revitalise the
Strikers as they aim to return to the form that saw them clinch
two consecutive semi-final berths.

ADELAIDE OVAL BBL CROWDS
21 December 2016		

38,011

31 December 2016		

45,471

6 January 2017			

39,229

16 January 2017			

42,388
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ADELAIDE STRIKERS | WBBL

Above: Sophie Devine is congratulated by team-mates after becoming the WBBL’s fastest century-maker, blasting 103 off 48 deliveries
against Hobart Hurricanes.

The Rebel Women’s Big Bash League brought with it new,
exciting players, more matches broadcast and every match
live-streamed.
Tegan McPharlin carried her Scorpions captaincy into the
Big Bash, replacing departed Striker Lauren Ebsary, while
internationals Charlotte Edwards, Tammy Beaumont and
Sophie Devine joined the squad, Edwards and Beaumont for
the first time.
But it was a disappointing season for the Adelaide Strikers,
who managed only three victories from 14 matches. There
were, however, some solid individual performances from the
Strikers, as well as a record-breaking innings from Devine.
The opening weekend of WBBL|02 brought together all eight
teams in a carnival atmosphere at North Sydney Oval, where
the Strikers began their campaign with a win and loss against
the Renegades over the two days, with Devine just missing
half-centuries in both matches.
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The Strikers then headed to Penrith to take on the Thunder,
with the first match abandoned due to rain. Devine (43) and
Bridget Patterson (27) pulled off a matchwinning partnership
to take down the Thunder by six wickets the following day.
The highlight of the tournament came against Hobart
Hurricanes on Boxing Day at Gliderol Stadium, Glenelg,
Devine becoming the WBBL’s fastest century-maker. The New
Zealander plundered a remarkable 103 off just 48 deliveries
with 10 fours and a staggering eight sixes. Devine singlehandedly blasted the Strikers to a seven-wicket win, which
was sadly their final victory of the WBBL|02 campaign.
A back injury to Edwards early in the tournament ruled her out
for six matches, while Devine’s domestic duties in NZ meant
she was absent for three games following the New Year’s Eve
double-header.
Some impressive form in the latter half of the season from
international Beaumont saw the Englishwoman collect three

ADELAIDE STRIKERS | WBBL
half-centuries, finishing the tournament as the Strikers’
leading run-scorer.
The Strikers’ season ended in a thrilling climax. After
restricting Brisbane Heat to 6/127, leg-spinner Amanda
Wellington claiming a stunning 2/8 off four overs, Beaumont
took the Strikers within striking distance of a win with 58 from
54 balls, only to be run out – one of four for the innings. It all
came down to the last ball when No. 10 batter Sarah Coyte
came to the crease with three needed to end the campaign on
a high. She managed two, forcing the match to a super over.
But summing up the Strikers’ season, the Heat won it.
The Strikers’ Most Valuable Player was awarded to pace
bowler Megan Schutt, who took 13 wickets at 17.15 and
contributed solidly with the bat.

Adelaide Strikers’ Commercial
Partnerships
West End
The Strikers’ Principal Partner, West End, continued their
support of the team in BBL|06. Following on from its success
in BBL|05, the now iconic West End platform returned to
the northern mound of the oval where competition winners
enjoyed the best seats in the house. Over six million Strikersbranded West End beer cans could also be found across the
State over the summer.

for winners of the 6 for Six promotion, as they received
six bottles of Church Block for each Strikers six hit at home.
Jake Lehmann also joined Wirra Wirra as their official
ambassador in BBL|06.

Thirsty Camel
Thirsty Camel through their ‘Compact guide to the Adelaide
Strikers’, helped newcomers to the BBL better understand
the rules of the game and what to expect on match day.
Additionally, Thirsty Camel was the proud event partner of the
first Strikers Women in Sport breakfast and Nova Adeladies
Party, where guests were treated to VIP hospitality with
cocktails and goodie bags.

Novita
The Adelaide Strikers welcomed Novita as the team’s Official
Charity Partner. Children from Novita helped to make up the
guard of honour at one game, while their mascot ‘the Star’
enjoyed pre-game hijinks with Smash and Summer.
The Adelaide Strikers extend thanks to all official sponsors for
their support in 2016-17; Comwire IT, Nova, FIVEaa, Australian
Outdoor Living, Mega Courts Indoor Sports Centre and Oaks
Hotels and Resorts.

Jeep
One incredibly lucky fan won a Jeep at the team’s last
home game after correctly selecting the ‘player driving
the jeep’ – Jono Dean. Throughout the season the stadium
was transformed into a ‘sea of blue’, thanks to Jeep, who
provided thousands of four and six cards for fans to display
at each match.

Websters Lawyers
The WBBL Strikers were again bolstered by the support of
Principal Partner Websters Lawyers. Partnering with the team
since the league’s inception in BBL|01, Websters Lawyers has
been a proud supporter of women’s sport in SA.

Statewide Super
The Strikers WBBL and BBL welcomed iconic SA company
Statewide Super as a partner of both teams. Thanks to
Statewide, fans had to opportunity to be ‘The Next Striker’
through their Virtual Reality series following the journey
of a Strikers rookie. WBBL players, including Statewide
Super ambassador Bridget Patterson could also be spotted
throughout Adelaide over the summer, appearing on trams
and buses.

Wirra Wirra
Wirra Wirra provided SACA members with relief from the heat
in their air-conditioned cellar door themed bar in the Oval’s
western stand. The Strikers’ on-field form meanwhile paid off
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INTERNATIONAL CRICKET

Above: South Australian captain Travis Head scored a century for Australia in the ODI at Adelaide Oval on January 26.

The second day-night Test match played at Adelaide Oval
again broke attendance records.
Across four days last November, 125,993 people attended the
match, a venue record for games against South Africa and the
highest non-Ashes attendance in the ground’s history.
This means nearly 250,000 fans have watched the past seven
days of Test cricket at Adelaide Oval.
Australia bounced back from a devastating loss to South
Africa in Hobart, a new-look side completing a seven-wicket
win just over halfway through day four of the third and final
Test of the series.
A century to South Australia’s Travis Head was one of the
highlights of Australia’s 57-run win over Pakistan in the
Australia Day one-day game.
Another Redbacks star, leg-spinner Adam Zampa, claimed 3/21
when Australia defeated Pakistan by 41 runs in a Twenty20
match at Adelaide Oval.
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TEST
Australia v South Africa, 24-27 November, 2016
Day 1					32,255
Day 2 					37,932
Day 3					35,897
Day 4					19,909
ONE-DAY
Australia v Pakistan
Wednesday, 26 January, 2017 		

27,929

TWENTY20
Australia v Pakistan
Wednesday, February 22, 2017		

19,326

MEMBERSHIP
A total of 798 new financial members took up their offer of
SACA membership during the year. SACA membership again
reflected a healthy 97 per cent retention rate.
SACA now has a total of 25,736 financial members, with an
additional 6000 on the waiting list. The transferable card
uptake was 33.8 per cent, slightly higher than the previous
season’s uptake of 33.4.

Gil Langley Room was created to celebrate the return of ODI
cricket to Adelaide Oval on Australia Day. This event was sold
out, as members enjoyed the continuous food service and sixhour premium beverage package, with an excellent view from
behind the bowlers’ arm.
SACA’s dining offers throughout the Sheffield Shield matches
were again well supported.

Attendance strong at Test match

Members Golf Day

The total attendance across the four days at the
Commonwealth Bank Test match against South Africa at
Adelaide Oval last November was 125,993, the highest for
a non-Ashes series at the venue. This included a four-day
aggregate of 53,019 SACA members and 20,543 transferable
card-holders.

The inaugural SACA Members Golf Day was held at the
internationally-acclaimed Royal Adelaide Golf Club in April.

Member attendances at the KFC Twenty20 Big Bash League
were down from the previous season because the Adelaide
Strikers did not host a final. The sum of attendees for the
four games at Adelaide Oval was 24,519 members and 13,819
transferable cardholders, down from 38,634 members and
19,362 transferable card holders in 2015-16.

Fashions on the Green
SACA introduced the Village Green inaugural Fashions on
the Green feature during the Test as novel entertainment
targeting the younger demographic, while reinforcing the
SACA members’ dress code standards. Young men and women
entered the parade in competition to become the bestdressed members as decided by judging panel of media and
fashion industry figures. Members were also provided with a
popular new Style Bar in the Village Green, where members
could have their sunscreen, makeup and hair refreshed.

Members 50+ years
Members of SACA’s 50-Year Members Club were invited
to attend SACA’s annual 50-Year Members’ Luncheon in
recognition of their loyalty and support. The event was held in
the Ian McLachlan Room at Adelaide Oval in February.
More than 130 guests were entertained by MC Tom Rehn,
Redback Joe Mennie, SACA President Andrew Sinclair
and Chief Executive Keith Bradshaw. Eight members were
inducted into the 50-year membership club. Five members
reached Honorary Tenured Membership, reflecting 65 years
of continuous membership.

Events
Summer of Dining 2016-17
The Summer of Dining calendar for season 2016-17 continued
to be popular among SACA members, with exclusive member
offerings during the Test, ODI and T20 international matches.

SACA members mingled with West End Redbacks Callum
Ferguson, Jake Lehmann, Tom Cooper, Harry Nielsen, Joe
Mennie, Chadd Sayers, Alex Carey and Alex Gregory, who
traded their cricket bats and balls for woods, irons and putters
for the day.

SACA Member Events at AFL Matches
SACA members were again given the opportunity to book
hospitality in the SACA Committee Room and Gil Langley
Room for Port Adelaide and Adelaide Crows home games
during the 2017 AFL season. Both room offers were well
received by members, with most matches sold out.

Derby Day Races
The SACA Members Derby Day Races event was hosted in
the exclusive Moet and Chandon Pavilion at Morphettville
Racecourse in May. Tom Rehn hosted the event, with
Redbacks special guests Jake Lehmann and Daniel Worrall
mingling with members and sharing their racing tips.

Lunch with SACA Chief Executive, President
SACA continued with regular member forum luncheons,
hosted by SACA President Andrew Sinclair and Chief Executive
Keith Bradshaw. The balloted lunches were an opportunity for
Keith and Andrew to hear direct feedback from our members
and have an informal chat about all things cricket.

Communications
SACA Members Facebook Page
The SACA Members Facebook Page was launched to provide
real-time updates to SACA members and friends.

Digital Stumps
Stumps magazine has evolved with the digital age, moving
from a print format to a micro-site. The publication is
released exclusively to members with a link to the site being
distributed via email.

More than 2300 members enjoyed daily luncheons and
dinners at the Australia-South Africa day-night Test match.
Dining was hosted in the Ian McLachlan Room during four
days of play. The Ultimate Australia Day ODI package in the
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WEST END REDBACKS LEAGUE
Northern Territory Strike stormed home to claim the
ultimate prize with just one loss in the 2016 West End
Redbacks League.
While rain presented its fair share of challenges, batsmen
reigned supreme with a plethora of runs in the six-week
tournament. The batsmen shone when they got their time
in the middle, with the least amount of wickets lost since the
league’s inception four years ago.
The Strike’s charge to the top of the table was led by Luke
Robins, with the ball, and Ben Wakim, with the bat. Robins
claimed the most wickets in the league, with 18, including best
figures of 6/41. And Wakim scored the most runs, with 354
and the highest score of 178.
Western Grit finished a close second, with captain Callum
Ferguson at the helm in his first competitive hit-out since
his second knee reconstruction. The silky right-hander
announced his return with a defiant century as the Grit
opened its campaign with a win.
Young Southern Force batsman Jake Winter dominated at the
top of the order, his performances earning him a spot in the
Futures League for the first time despite the Force struggling
at the foot of the table.
Another highlight of the competition was the continued
improvement of the Hebou Papua New Guinea Barramundis,
led by experienced left-hander Assad Vala. The Barramundis
secured four wins for the second successive year, Willie
Gavera snaring 15 wickets for the tournament.
Above: Eastern Edge bowler Tim Oakley in action during a West End
Redbacks League match.

Under-14 Junior Redbacks League
Six teams competed in the under-14 Junior Redbacks League
from January 16-19 – four metropolitan clubs plus a Country
Red and Country Black side. A change in format saw all teams
participate in three one-day fixtures and one testing day
facilitated by the SACA High Performance staff.
Country Red claimed its first title in the fourth edition of the
under-14 Junior Redbacks League, which unfortunately was
plagued with poor weather.

TEAM

POINTS

%

Northern Territory

40

1.2184

Western Grit

36

1.6262

Papua New Guinea

34

1.3359

Northern Mavericks

24

0.8061

Eastern Edge

9

0.7403

Southern Force

9

0.5927
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Under-16 Junior Redbacks League
Following on from the under-14 Junior Redbacks League, the
second edition of the under-16 Junior Redbacks League was
played from April 18-21 by the four metropolitan squads and,
for the first time, two country-based teams (Country Red and
Country Black).

WEST END REDBACKS LEAGUE
2016-17 TABLE
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Young Country Red batsman Jamieson Murphy was the
leading runscorer, compiling 145 with a spectacular average
of 48.33. Cooper McKenzie from Northern Mavericks was hot
on his heels with 123 runs at an average of 41. Hudson Perks
was the pick of the bowlers, claiming 11 wickets at a stunning
average of 9.5 and strikerate of 14.

Players contested 50-over one-day matches at Park 25 over
the four days of competition, however each day two teams
would have a bye during which they participated in a coaching
and testing seminar run by SACA High Performance.
This competition also was severely hindered by bad weather,
causing many matches to be abandoned. Nick Crouch won
the batting trophy, compiling 107 runs with an average of 107,
finishing not out in two out of his three innings. Western Grit’s
Aryan Sareen won the bowling trophy, taking five wickets at
an average of 5.8.

COACHING
Elite

Pathways

SACA has worked collaboratively with Cricket Australia
to provide learning and development opportunities for
high performance and emerging elite coaches. SACA high
performance coaches and staff attended an elite coach
development conference at the Bupa National Cricket Centre
in May 2017, supported by ongoing initiatives throughout
the season as part of the Elite Coach Development Program.
These included “Spin Week” at the National Cricket Centre,
“World Class to World Best” conference at the AIS, forums
with AFL coaching great Alastair Clarkson and renowned
NRL coach Wayne Bennett, and notably, Shelley Nitschke’s
inclusion on the Female Focus study tour to the US. Shelley
was one of four female coaches selected for this unique
opportunity to learn from leading American sports franchises
and coaches on a two-week tour.

The national coaching philosophy of “The Australian Way”
(tell players what you want them to do, not how to do) has
begun to make significant inroads into grassroots cricket, with
several hundred coaches going through face-to-face coaching
courses in 2016-17. With more than 220 coaches gaining
Community Accreditation (Level 1) and a record 46 going
through the Representative (Level 2) course, The Australian
Way philosophy is gaining traction.

Through a partnership with the ICC Academy, Grant Francis
and Manning McInerney were identified as talented coaches
in the SA pathway and were selected for a month-long
residency in Dubai. Under the guidance of former New
Zealand head coach, Ashley Ross, Grant and Manning
returned to Adelaide in October and commenced with the
under-15 male and female squads. This partnership was
nation-leading and will be expanded in 2017-18 to further
benefit the SACA High Performance Pathway.
Coaches Tim Ludeman, Callum Ferguson and Sam McNally
attended the High Performance (Level 3) accreditation
course at the Bupa National Cricket Centre in Brisbane in the
lead-in to the season. The candidates attended the six-day
residency in Brisbane and completed the season-long followup program by mid-2017. Paul Finnie also gained his high
performance accreditation from the Cricket Australia Level 3
held in Hong Kong in October.
The inaugural SACA Coaching Forum was held in September
with former Australian hockey coach Dr Ric Charlesworth and
former Australia coach John Buchanan delivering keynote
presentations. The gala night in the Ian McLachlan Room was
attended by 100 coaches from across the State who heard
from Charlesworth and Buchanan on leadership, mentoring,
team environments and high performance.
The national under-19 championships held in Adelaide in
December saw a number of coaching initiatives designed to
develop and promote elite and emerging pathway coaches. A
pre-tournament forum with Paddy Upton (Sydney Thunder,
IPL, India, South Africa) was resoundingly well received and
set the tone for a successful carnival.
A strong focus on developing emerging coaches in Premier
Cricket across Australian has seen the establishment of the
inaugural Premier Cricket coaches’ summit, bringing together
all first-grade men’s and women’s coaches across the country
for the first time. This unique opportunity will take place in
the lead-in to the 2017-18 season in Brisbane and provides
an outstanding opportunity for SACA’s first-grade Premier
coaches to learn from more than 100 coaches from interstate,
as well as a host of top-class presenters.

More than 20 Community (Level 1) Courses were held across
the state, servicing metro and regional areas, community and
Premier clubs, tailored multicultural and female courses and
six high school and private school programs. The model for
the multicultural course held at Adelaide University with more
than 20 coaches from diverse community groups has been
adopted as best practice by Cricket Australia and will roll out
in 2017-18 in other States.
SACA ran two Metropolitan Representative (Level 2) courses
with the public course held in September and a specific
Premier Cricket junior coaches course held across February
and March with final accreditation to be gained in September
before the 2017-18 season. The September course was
attended by more than 30 coaches with experience across all
levels of the pathway from grassroots through to international
level. The importance of the Representative (Level 2)
course in the coaching and player pathways is seen by the
predominance of Premier Cricket coaches attending these
courses, due to the pivotal role of Premier Cricket in linking
community, representative and high performance.
These two Representative (Level 2) courses saw six female
coaches attend, by far the most in recent years. Along with
10 women gaining their Community (Level 1) accreditation,
women’s coaching continues to grow rapidly to meet the
demand of girls’ and women’s cricket.
Coaching workshops were held across the State, with 17
conducted across metro and regional centres. Topics included
Psychology – developing resilience in players, pace bowling,
advanced fielding and general workshops in regional areas.
SACA’s coaching development coordinator also delivered a
workshop in Alice Springs as part of the National Indigenous
Cricket Championships in February.
The broader cricket community was encouraged to nominate
a Coach of the Year in December, with several dozen
nominations received. The 12 outstanding nominees were
named as finalists and invited to attend the BBL match
between the Adelaide Strikers and Brisbane Heat on December
21. At a pre-match event, SACA CEO Keith Bradshaw thanked
all finalists for their efforts within the cricket community and
announced Chris McGown as the SA Coach of the Year for 2016.
Chris has worked for several years to establish a junior program
at his club, Southern Eyre South in the Port Lincoln Cricket
Association, with remarkable results and significant benefits
within the local community. Chris then attended the ODI at the
SCG in January as SA’s nomination for Cricket Australia’s Coach
of the Year awards.
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CRICKET CENSUS

Above: The inaugural Adelaide Strikers Girls’ Cricket League established 52 new girls’ teams.

Cricket participation in South Australia has continued to go
from strength to strength, according to the latest annual
cricket census results, with South Australia registering a
9.5 per cent increase on last year’s record-breaking total.
Altogether SA registered 123,538 participants in 2016-17
compared to the previous summer’s record of 112,823.
The census also revealed the ongoing growth of girls
and women’s cricket in SA, with 34,049 women and girls
participating in various forms of the game – an increase of
27.6 per cent on 2015-16.
Also notable in the census results was the rise in youngsters
taking part in the modified junior cricket formats for primaryaged girls and boys – a national initiative piloted in SA by the
Murray Towns Cricket Association.
South Australia’s results reflect the growth of cricket
participation around the country, with Cricket Australia’s
1.4 million registered participants in 2016-17 marking an
increase of nine per cent on the previous year’s figures.
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During 2016-17, SACA focused heavily on communicating
to associations, clubs and schools the benefits of Australian
Cricket’s Junior Pathway.
We were naturally delighted when Murray Towns Cricket
Association adopted the recommendations of this pathway
a season ahead of schedule, resulting in significant growth
in the number of participants within their junior programs.
We are confident many other associations will follow
Murray Towns’ lead in 2017-18 and expect junior club cricket
participation across SA will increase further.
With interest in cricket the highest it has been, SACA is excited
by the large number of young South Australians who are
connecting with cricket during primary school. SACA staff will
continue to work closely with school and community cricket
stakeholders to capitalise on this exciting opportunity.
Our high level results for 2016-17 were:

FORMAT

PARTICIPANTS

Cricket participation in SA has now risen by a stunning 58.3
per cent since 2010-11.

Club competitions

31,111

School competitions

17,168

SACA understands our local community very well and with a
wide offering of cricket formats available, we are well placed
to build on the popularity of our sport to ensure cricket is ‘A
Sport for All South Australians’.

Entry Level programs

68,312

Total outdoor participants

116,591

Indoor cricket

6947

Total participation

123,538
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BACKYARD TO BAGGY GREEN
MILO in2CRICKET
MILO in2CRICKET continued as the leading entry-level cricket
program in South Australia, with 2956 registered participants
in the 2016-17 season. Across SA, 172 MILO in2CRICKET
Centres were operational, with 72 of these based in regional
and remote locations.
The opening session of SA’s MILO in2CRICKET programs
were promoted as a “FREE Come and Try’, providing new
participants the opportunity to sample the product before
fully committing to the program. Testament to the quality of
content and delivery of the sessions, approximately 85 per cent
of attendees registered for the full MILO in2CRICKET program.

The MILO in2CRICKET program is an eight-to-10-week
program designed for boys and girls from five to eight years
of age. It’s a fast, fun and active program that emphasises
maximum participation. It is experience-based and builds
its foundations on the essentials for lifelong involvement
in physical activity and sport. MILO in2CRICKET Skills is a
four-week entry-level program aimed at primary schoolaged children and has a high focus on motor skills and skill
development through basic cricket skills and game sense
activities. The program is delivered in metropolitan and
regional areas to ensure easy access.

MILO T20 Blast

The Third Commonwealth Bank Test match between Australia
and South Africa provided nearly 400 MILO in2CRICKET
participants the opportunity to play on Adelaide Oval in
the tea break, taking part in a number of MILO in2CRICKET
activities while being cheered by an enthusiastic crowd. In
addition, 22 lucky participants were involved in the national
anthem ceremony on the opening day, walking onto Adelaide
Oval and standing with the players during the anthem. Each
player presented a child with a special medal, providing a
lasting reminder of this unique opportunity.

MILO T20 Blast is the second stage entry-level cricket
program, following MILO in2CRICKET in the Australian
Cricket Pathway and preceding junior club cricket.

Participants from more than 50 MILO in2CRICKET centres
were given the chance to take part in the on-ground
activities, including 20 centres from regional SA. The KFC
BBL06 also provided an opportunity for MILO in2CRICKET
participants to gain exclusive access to Adelaide Oval, with
nearly 100 being included in the pre-game clinic before
the Adelaide Strikers’ first home game of the season on
December 21. Eleven MILO in2CRICKET participants were
invited to each of the Strikers’ four home games, forming a
guard of honour as Adelaide’s players made their way onto
the ground at the start of each innings.

Overall, there were 41 MILO T20 Blast centres in 2016-17.
MILO T20 Blast was delivered in all metropolitan cricket
associations and has a growing reach in regional and remote
cricket associations.

With the countdown on to a summer with the Ashes on the
line, the SACA and Cricket Australia are placing increased
emphasis on growing the MILO in2CRICKET program, with
the aim to ensure every South Australian child has access to
quality equipment, coaching and entry-level programs.

MILO T20 Blast experienced growth from 1232 participants
in 2015-16 to 1333 registered participants across SA in 201617. This growth was largely due to successful new programs
delivered in regional areas. The Murray Towns Cricket
Association and the Tatiara Cricket Association were examples
of new regional MILO T20 Blast programs with above-average
participation levels.

Youngsters in MILO T20 Blast were given opportunities to
play on Adelaide Oval at international and WBBL matches.
Nearly 250 participants took to the Oval in the tea breaks of
the Third Commonwealth Bank Test Match between Australia
and South Africa. The first match of the Victoria Bitter ODI
Series on Australia Day featured nearly 80 MILO T20 Blast
participants playing in the build-up to the match. More than
100 enthusiasts also participated in the ‘Next Gen’ WBBL
player meeting and signing experience on Adelaide Oval
throughout KFC BBL06 and Rebel WBBL02.

Above: MILO in2CRICKET participants were lucky enough to have the experience of playing on Adelaide Oval.
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BACKYARD TO BAGGY GREEN
Junior Club Cricket (Metropolitan
and Country)
SACA continues to work closely with associations and clubs to
facilitate junior club cricket across metropolitan and regional
areas of the State.
With age groups ranging from under-9s to under-17s across
the State, the number of participants and teams within these
competitions has again increased. This could be attributed
to another increase in the school entry-level programs that
leverage these activities as promotional opportunities, as
well as the advent of Cricket Australia’s National Entry Level
programs for clubs and associations. These aspects formed
a critical part of the cricket pathway discussion roadshow
that was held across the state in the 2015-16 season, where
all volunteers had the opportunity to help shape the next
strategy around the future of cricket.

SACA staff engaged with all junior associations over the
2016-17 season to brief and educate on the new Australian
Cricket Junior Formats pilot conducted across 17 associations
nationally. With pilot outcomes showing resounding
success the learnings have been applied to develop the
new Junior Formats to commence formal rollout in 2017-18.
Associations have been supported this season to prepare for
implementation in adopting the new formats for the youngest
age groups.

Senior Club Cricket (Metropolitan
and Country)
SACA staff engage with all local senior cricket associations
and attend meetings, fundraisers, presentations and planning
nights to help shape the direction of senior cricket across
the State.
After the roadshows went across SA in the 2015-16 season,
the level of enthusiasm for senior cricket to embrace change
was welcoming. This has resulted in a growth of 32 senior
teams in the 2016-17 season, with similar growth also seen
per capita in the veterans’ cricket space.
SACA has also increased the level of support for senior
cricket associations across the past two seasons. SACA will
continue to work with and back local volunteers and their
efforts to administer the game they love while ensuring
all administrative standards are followed to the best of
their ability.
SACA acknowledges all volunteers across the State for their
tireless efforts to continue to foster the game of cricket within
their local communities. SACA will continue to recognise these
efforts across the season, as well as all the local players and
supporters who make the game of cricket great.

Adelaide Strikers’ School Holiday Clinics
The Adelaide Strikers’ School Holiday Clinics provided an
opportunity to capture the excitement generated by the BBL
and WBBL and provide a sampling opportunity for new cricket
participants, as well as the chance for further engagement for
existing fans and participants.
There were 17 Adelaide Strikers’ School Holiday Clinics,
including eight metropolitan clinics and nine held in regional
or remote areas of SA. Seven clinics featured an all-girls
group option. Clinics were delivered throughout January, for
children from five to 12 years old. Overall, there were 1059
registered participants in 2016-17, significantly up from 700
in 2015-16.

Above: Adelaide Strikers Tim Ludeman and Michael Neser played cricket
with kids at Fan Day at the Bay.
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Clinics ran for either one or two half days and included skill
activities, modified games as well as WBBL Adelaide Strikers’
player appearances at many clinics. Two of the 17 clinics
were delivered on Adelaide Oval, each with 200-plus
participants. Port Lincoln hosted the largest regional clinic
with 90 youngsters.

SCHOOL CRICKET

Above: Secondary school girls participated in a cricket clinic on Adelaide Oval No. 2.

School Visit Program
The South Australian Cricket Association MILO School
Visit Program reached more than 40,000 children across
metropolitan and regional South Australia in 2016-17. The
program is designed to promote cricket as a sport of choice
and provides an opportunity for participants to sample the
national entry-level programs, MILO in2CRICKET and MILO
T20 Blast, as well as exposing the Adelaide Strikers brand
through the school landscape. The MILO School Visit Program
delivers traditional clinics that provide schoolchildren the
chance to take part in fun cricket activities. SACA continues to
enhance the program to ensure it delivers a fantastic product
to help grow interest and participation in cricket.

MILO T20 BLAST School Cups
A major focus of cricket in schools in 2016-17 was the National
MILO T20 Blast School Cup program. SACA delivered one-day
carnivals for boys’ and girls’ teams at schools in a competition
format across metropolitan and country SA. A total of 7774
participants took part in the competition. MILO T20 Blast
School Cups have also promoted further engagement within
our multicultural communities, to provide opportunities
to a wider variety of participants. The traditional Year 6/7
State-wide carnivals culminated in a State final at Adelaide
Oval. Stirling East Primary School won the SA MILO T20 Blast
School Cup competition in the boys’ and girls’ divisions and
they then travelled to the Melbourne Cricket Ground to play in
the national MILO T20 Blast School Cup event.

School Ambassadors
The MILO in2CRICKET School Ambassador Program aims
to identify and recognise a representative from each
Australian school who is committed to ensuring their students
have every opportunity to get involved in cricket. The
ambassador may be a principal, sports coordinator, classroom
teacher, parent or guardian and is asked to be the contact

person for cricket in their school. This assists in arranging
opportunities for their school to be involved in clinics and
competitions and to distribute information about upcoming
cricket programs, with each school ambassador receiving a
resource pack including free cricket equipment and access to
professional development opportunities. SACA this season
had 589 ambassadors in schools across metropolitan and
country regions. In-service sessions were held in all regions,
culminating in a well-attended session at Adelaide Oval in
March where ambassadors were involved in informational
and practical sessions. SACA is targeting all schools across
the State to be represented by a school ambassador to allow
more opportunities for students to be involved in sharing the
benefits of the game.

Primary School Cricket
SACA’s primary school cricket competition was played across
12 metropolitan zones in 2016-17. More than 9600 students
played in competitions run in terms one and four of the
school year.
SACA administered each competition and worked closely
with physical education coordinators at schools, volunteer
team coaches and managers to deliver quality competitions.
Exciting Lightning Carnival formats were also offered for some
age groups, typically Years 4 and 5, once per term.
The primary school competition runs in parallel with SACA’s
entry-level programs and junior club cricket. This format
continues to fill an important niche for young cricketers
across metropolitan Adelaide.
Additionally, in term one 2017 SACA piloted junior formats
in the SACA primary school competition. These formats see
participants play cricket in a way more appropriate to their
age and development. Players play on shorter pitches, use
lighter balls, have fewer players on each team, have set batter
retirement rules and smaller boundaries.
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UMPIRING
Elite
State panel Cain Kemp, Craig Thomas and Luke Uthenwoldt
continued to do an outstanding job in the WNCL, WBBL
and Futures League competitions, while South Australian
Cricket Association umpires also represented SA in national
tournaments including the under-17 championships,
Australian country championships, national Indigenous
championships and under-15 boys’ titles.
Simon Fry was named Cricket Australia Umpire of the Year for
the fourth successive season and continued his progression
through the ICC umpiring ranks, standing in a number of
Test matches over the past year. He officiated in the Victoria
Bitter One-day International Series and KFC T20 International
Series. Simon also umpired in the Sheffield Shield final and the
West Indies-Pakistan one-day international series.
Our scorers were also kept busy throughout the season.
Congratulations to Mick Harper, who officiated in the scorers’
box in his first Test. Mick became the 105th Australian Test
match scorer in the Third Commonwealth Bank Test between
Australia and South Africa at Adelaide Oval.

Pathways
Season 2016-17 was a busy one with SACA appointing
umpires to more associations and matches than ever
before. New milestones were reached, many new umpires
were accredited while current umpires renewed their
accreditation and attended numerous training sessions to
continue their development.
SACA continued to progress in its goal to consolidate and
manage umpiring resources throughout metropolitan
cricket. Already managing and coordinating umpires for
the Adelaide Turf Cricket Association (ATCA), Para Districts
Cricket Association (PDCA) and Adelaide and Suburban
Cricket Association (ASCA), SACA also took on this
responsibility for the Hills Cricket Association, Alexandra
and Eastern Hills Cricket Association, Murray Towns Cricket
Association, Churches and Community Cricket Association,
North Eastern Junior Cricket Association and South Central
Junior Cricket Association.
This resulted in more than 6100 individual umpiring
appointments to more than 90 grades of competition.
Expanding the base and continuing to grow umpiring by
establishing a strong pathway link from Community Cricket
to Premier Cricket and beyond is crucial in producing worldclass umpires while providing great support for all levels of
the game.
Targets were exceeded in the recruitment and training of new
umpires with 124 completing their Community Officiating
Accreditation and 26 umpires achieving their Representative
Officiating Accreditation. More than 70 umpires renewed
their accreditation and more than 700 participants attended
32 umpire training sessions.

Above: Cricket Australia Umpire of the Year Simon Fry, right, officiated
at the Sheffield Shield final in Alice Springs with Paul Wilson, the former
South Australian and Test paceman..

The performances of all umpires across SACA Premier Cricket,
ATCA, PDCA and ASCA were continually measured throughout
the season from team captains and SACA’s umpires’ coaches.
The results were pleasing with more umpires assessed by
a coach than in previous seasons and a satisfactory overall
rating at the end of the season.
Mary Waldron and Eloise Sheridan made history by becoming
the first female pair to umpire a Premier Cricket match in
South Australia while Ros and David Rodgers became the first
husband-and-wife team to umpire at the under-16 Country
Cup. Peter Raftery also had the opportunity to officiate with
his grandson, James Cushway, on several occasions.
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CLUB DEVELOPMENT
Cricket Partnership Program
The South Australian Cricket Association’s 2016-17 Cricket
Partnership Program led to a close working relationship with
local clubs and associations, with key staff being deployed to
provide more detailed assistance.
The program has fully adopted the improved volunteer and
club management guidelines that have been developed with
Cricket Australia, such as policies, templates and external
stakeholder engagement that all clubs across the State can
utilise. Clubs taking these opportunities have already seen
benefit, be it an increase in membership, or additional funding
opportunities through SACA or external grants.
SACA’S Cricket Partnership Program continues to be a sevenstep process to ensure clubs, associations and volunteers are
provided with access to the National Club Risk Protection
Program. This program provides access to an online insurance
portal, access to member and club protection policies, as well
as to SACA’s Child Safe policy and its associated benefits. From
this, clubs and associations utilised the free National Police
Checks on offer for their officials in prescribed positions,
as per the legislative requirements at the time. Clubs and
associations involved with the Cricket Partnership Program
were also offered discounted coaching and officiating courses,
in addition to those that were funded through specific
programs or events.
The 2016-17 season saw a change to the affiliation process
but all clubs remain actively affiliated with SACA. This has
led to improvements to facilities and volunteers across the
State, with the number and quality of grants being approved
increasing as each season passes.
Some changes were made to MyCricket for 2016-17 as a
result of a service design review around all technological
products for the club space. Changes to the processing of
player movements, layout changes and the improvement
to live scoring were the first items to provide some benefit for
all clubs.
Associations that have their clubs affiliated with SACA
continue to be rewarded, being provided with signed
memorabilia to use for their own fundraising. Further, other
opportunities exist for more proactive clubs and associations
to take, which pop up at various times through the season.
With external partners involved in the Cricket Partnership
Program, it has enabled clubs and associations to broaden
their reach to markets that may not have been previously
considered. More than 80 per cent of clubs remain active in
STARCLUB, a program that recognises clubs that are aligned
with standards around volunteers, planning and policy.
Additionally, several clubs are also accredited with the Good
Sports Program, which encourages clubs to look at their own
policies, management and responsible service of alcohol
requirements as a part of their license.
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These opportunities help market clubs and associations as
a safer, friendlier, more accessible environment for all
members of the family. With this, clubs and associations
have become a much more inclusive environment, which
has benefitted with an increase in participation across all
segments within the State.

Volunteer Recognition
Volunteers are all around us, should never be forgotten,
and are the lifeblood of our sport.
SACA provides a range of volunteer recognition events
via affiliation with the Cricket Partnership Program. These
activities recognise the large, ongoing, and extraordinary
contributions of all volunteers who are the lifeblood of all
cricket within South Australia.
These activities start in the pre-season, with SACA staff
covering all corners of the State (and beyond), where
plans and activities were discussed and put in place for
local communities. These sessions covered a variety of
topics, including the new Growing Cricket for Girls
opportunity that some associations embraced with open
arms. In addition, SACA also rolled out four ‘A Sport for All’
workshops, which included practical planning and education
for associations and clubs around diversity, inclusion and a
family-friendly environment.
Corporate hospitality at the annual New Year’s Eve
Community Cricket Volunteer Evening was provided for 120
volunteers from across the State who were recognised by
their peers. From this group, 35 were recognised as finalists
for their region’s volunteer of the year. From here, seven
finalists were named as regional winners, subsequently
advancing into the final to be SACA’s Community Cricket
Volunteer of the Year.
Lee Spurling, from Murray Towns Cricket Association,
was named SACA Statewide Super Community Cricket
Volunteer of the Year. With such a prestigious award, Lee was
invited to attend the Cricket Australia suite at a Twenty20
international in Melbourne, where his ideas and vision could
be shared among peers from other States.
A passionate advocate for cricket, Mr Spurling, as president
of the Murray Towns Cricket Association, in 2016-17 guided
the local association to successfully trial the new Junior
Formats, one of 17 associations involved in the national
pilot. Lee also coordinates the MILO in2CRICKET program
within the association, as well as being an active player
and administrator at the Jervois Cricket Club and has been
instrumental in organising and hosting numerous upskilling
courses for the local area.
The annual Volunteer Recognition Ceremony for those who
have given 25 or 50 years’ service to cricket was held during
the Country Living Homes Twenty20 final at Adelaide Oval.
More than 100 guests attended the afternoon function,

CLUB DEVELOPMENT
where 44 volunteers were recognised for their service across
a long period. SACA President Andrew Sinclair presented the
awards to these well-deserving volunteers.

Grant Programs
The 2016-17 Club Facility Grant Program provided more than
50 clubs and associations funding of up to $5000 towards a
local facility project to benefit the community.
As a part of this process, these local clubs and associations
worked with their councils, members, other clubs and
other sporting bodies. SACA has continued to help improve
community facilities and many active clubs have recognised
this as an opportunity, pooling their resources to get the best
outcome for all involved in the local community.

In addition to SACA funding, Cricket Australia also helps local
clubs and associations access a National Community Facility
Funding Scheme. This scheme provided additional funding to
a dozen projects across SA, resulting in some major projects
getting over the line in the 2016-17 season.
By providing funding to community clubs and associations,
SACA’s Club Facility Grant program has supported numerous
volunteers to progress their vision to ensure local pitch, nets,
and other projects can be realised. From this, the benefits
to local cricket and the general community has resulted in
many people picking up a bat or ball for the first time, or
improving the quality of experience for those participating
in existing locations.

Below: Murray Towns Cricket Association President Lee Spurling (centre), who
was awarded the SACA Community Cricket Volunteer of the Year, with Statewide
Super representative Darren Booth and SACA Chief Executive Keith Bradshaw.
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A SPORT FOR ALL
Aboriginal Cricket
Aboriginal participation in cricket across South Australia
continued to rise in 2016-17, with an increase of 31 per cent on
the previous season. This was driven in part by the ongoing
Regional and Remote five-year Aboriginal Engagement Plan,
as well as an increased focus on the MILO in2CRICKET Skills
program in schools with high Aboriginal enrolments.

Above: The Adelaide Striker Girls’ Cricket League is helping to bridge the
gap between MILO T20Blast and club cricket.

Sitting behind Aboriginal cricket initiatives has been the
revitalisation of the Aboriginal Cricket Advisory Committee of
South Australia (ACACSA), with the committee redefined and
operating under contemporary governance frameworks. Faith
Thomas, the first identified Aboriginal person to represent the
Australian cricket team, was appointed one of the co-chairs of
this committee.

Girls and Women

Highlights of Aboriginal cricket participation in the 2016-17
season included:

The ongoing growth in girls and women’s cricket is a key focus
of the South Australian Cricket Association in ensuring cricket
is a sport for all.
In 2016-17 SACA engaged with 34,049 women and girls,
a significant increase of 27.6 per cent on last year’s overall
participation figures.
Cricket Australia’s Growing Cricket for Girls Fund was
established and implemented across the nation and had an
immediate impact with South Australian community cricket
clubs, associations and schools gaining nine per cent of the
available funding.
South Australia embraced the funding and community
associations such as North East Junior CA (NECJA), South Central
Junior CA (SCJCA), Para Districts CA (PDCA), Mt Gambier and the
Mid North were all able to implement a new competition for girls
called Adelaide Strikers Girls’ Cricket League.
The leagues offered 52 new girls teams, providing 11-18-yearolds the chance to play in girls-only Twenty20 competitions.
For the first time the girls had a competition post MILO
in2Cricket and T20 Blast programs while still developing their
skills in a junior competition.
The girls took on the junior formats and piloted new
conditions within these leagues, being nine-a-side T20 with
a 45-metre boundary.
Girls and parents were treated to a Adelaide Strikers Girls’
Cricket League presentation at a standalone Rebel Women’s
Big Bash League game, Strikers v Sixers at Adelaide Oval. The
girls were presented with their participation medals by WBBL
players on the field and parents and girls went on a tour of the
iconic Adelaide Oval scoreboard.
South Australia is in a great position to target further
community associations, clubs and schools through the
Growing Cricket for Girls Fund following Cricket Australia’s
strategy that every cricket club will have a girls’ team by the
end of 2022.
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• Delivering MILO in2CRICKET Skills to almost 250
children in the APY Lands communities of Fregon, Mimili,
Ernabella, Amata and Indulkana and to 130 children in the
Far-West communities of Koonibba, Yalata and Ceduna,
supported by the SANFL Indigenous programs.
• An overall increase of Aboriginal children undertaking
MILO in2CRICKET Skills of 57 per cent from the
previous season.
• The development of a women’s team to compete for
South Australia in the Imparja Cup for the first time.
Below: Players from South Australia’s first Aboriginal women’s team to
represent their state at the Imparja Cup, with coach Amy Wiseman.

A SPORT FOR ALL
Disability Cricket
SACA engaged more than 2500 participants with a disability
in its programs in 2016-17, including MILO in2CRICKET Skills,
MILO in2CRICKET, MILO T20 Blast School Cups, MILO T20
Blast as well as club cricket.
SACA again worked with Reynella Cricket Club to provide
an engaging MILO in2CRICKET centre for children with
a disability. A new MILO in2CRICKET centre was also
established at the South Australian School for Vision Impaired,
establishing the formal cricket pathway for our cricketers who
are blind and vision impaired.

Above: Cricketers Deepak Bhardwaj (India) and Asad Muhammad
(Pakistan) participated in the third annual Friendship Cup.

Multicultural Cricket
Friendship Cup
SACA held the third annual Friendship Cup in March at
Victoria Park.

In continuing to drive cricket to all communities and making it
a sport for all, SACA again partnered with key disability support
organisations. Down Syndrome SA hosted their annual “T21
Bash” at Park 25 which saw more than eight teams competing
on the day. SACA strengthened its relationship with Inclusive
Sports SA, supporting their Indoor Cricket Competition as well
as linking closely to support our cricketers with an intellectual
disability in outdoor cricket. Through Novita’s link as charity
partner of the Adelaide Strikers, SACA could offer unique
on-ground entertainment experiences to their clients. SACA
continues to support Special Olympics South Australia.
Below: South Australia’s Luke Goodman and coach John Lonergan
travelled to the UK with the Australian cricketers with an intellectual
disability team.

The Friendship Cup was initiated in 2015 to bring the South
Australian multicultural community together through cricket.
Participation has grown in its third year, now with 12 teams
who competed for the Friendship Cup 2017.
Teams from India, Pakistan, Nepal, Study Adelaide, SAPOL
and Australian Army returned with new additions of Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Afghanistan, Adelaide University
and Immigration SA competing. The event celebrated
multiculturalism, culture and community cricket.

Multicultural Cricket Programs
Through SACA’s school programs including MILO in2CRICKET
Skills, MILO T20 Blast School Cups and entry level programs
there was a major uplift of 14.8 per cent in participation from
the 2015-16 season. This was due to our continuation to
developing strong relationships with schools and various
other stakeholders.
In its second year, the MILO T20 Blast Harmony Day School
Cup, held at Park 25 in March, featured 34 teams ranging
from primary school to year 8s and 9s. All three ovals were
used which created a great atmosphere and promoted a
competitive spirit.
There were several workshops for coaching and umpiring
targeting multicultural participants so their communities had
access to qualified umpires and coaches to help run their
competitions and take back to their clubs.
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A SPORT FOR ALL
Veterans Cricket 2016-17
(Over-50s, 60s, 70s)
After undergoing a name change at the start of the season,
the SA Veterans Cricket Association went from strength to
strength, sending away more teams to the nationals than ever
and successfully hosting a touring English side in December.
The inaugural over-50s national championships were held
in Sydney in November, with the SA side going through
undefeated in the minor rounds against quality opposition.
The SA team unfortunately was beaten by Queensland by 72
runs in the final but, with the experience of the first carnival in
the memory bank, is tipped to come back better than ever.
The SA Seniors also entered four teams in the over-60s and
two teams in the over-70s competitions in November, with an
additional mixed team combined with ACT being sent to Perth
for the annual carnival. Results were not overly favourable
for the teams but the competition has only been getting
stronger over the past few years. With 42 teams now entering
the annual carnival, Veterans Cricket Australia has decided to
split the over-60s and over-70s competition for the 2017-18
season, with South Australia winning the hosting rights for the
over-70s competition.

Above: The Meteors won the title in the newly-named Adelaide
Strikers Indoor Cricket League.

Indoor Cricket - Participation
Strikers Indoor Cricket League
The local women’s indoor competition underwent a name and
branding change last season, becoming the inaugural Adelaide
Strikers Indoor Cricket League. Forty-eight players from
across the State were brought together inside the nets at the
Stepney indoor centre to play their regular competition, with
assistance coming from SACA around the organisation and
fixturing of the league.
The Meteors took out the inaugural competition after a tight
grand final between the best two teams in August, beating the
Stars in a thriller that came down to the last couple of balls.
The player of the grand final was Kiara Stockley, who along
with Kylie Rattray took out the Broadbent Medal for player of
the season.
This competition has gone from strength to strength, with
the current Adelaide Strikers Indoor Cricket League seeing
an extra two teams enter, which has allowed the competition
to split into two divisions. Further, the top division now also
forms a part of the National Indoor Cricket League (along
with the equivalent men’s division in the Big Bash Indoors),
with the associated opportunities and requirements around
playing in a national level competition.
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In the zone competition, the team from the Fleurieu
completed a hat-trick after going through the season at the
top of the ladder. The competition to play Fleurieu was a
much closer affair, with East gaining a place in the final by
percentage over the Northern side. But East’s small total in
the final was never going to test the might of the Fleurieu
batting line-up, which claimed the Don Tanner Trophy with
relative ease. Greg Quinn took out the club champion award.
The touring English side provided the final highlight for
the season in December. With three scheduled matches
across a week, the home sides were prepared for a close-run
fight and this is what they got. The South-East Coasters had
the first game against the touring side, narrowly edged out
by the English in Mount Gambier. The game against the
State team resulted in an easy win to the English. However,
the third one-day international between Australia and
England at Price Memorial Oval resulted in a hometown win
by five wickets in the penultimate over. South Australia had
three representatives in the Australian squad – Greg Quinn,
Greg Stagg and Geoff Field – who performed admirably
during the series.

A Sport For All Awards
Cricket Australia this year launched the inaugural A Sport
For All awards, proudly supported by the Commonwealth
Bank. The awards provided an opportunity to showcase
the exceptional work being done across our sport to
embrace diversity.

A SPORT FOR ALL

Above: The SA Veterans Cricket Association over-60s division one squad enjoyed a win over Victoria in Mt Gambier.

While none of the South Australian nominees took out their
categories, SA boasted a number of finalists.
Adelaide University Cricket Club was recognised as a
Premier Cricket Club of the Year finalist for its work engaging
closely with various cricket clubs and different community
groups such as the seniors, deaf, blind and Nepalese cricket
organisations, hosting umpire groups and local schools for
their training and fielding Premier women’s teams and oneday format community teams.
Community Facility Project of the Year finalist, the Enfield
United Community Cricket Club, was acknowledged for the
club committee’s work over several seasons with local council

and SACA to raise funds to develop the site’s new training
facility. This expansion has seen an increase in team numbers
and wider use of the facilities by multicultural teams.
John Zadow, umpiring co-ordinator with the Adelaide and
Suburban Cricket Association, was a finalist in the Cricket
Umpire of the Year category. John’s efforts in working with
SACA staff and specifically in forming a new alignment and
partnership with SACA’s umpiring department were saluted,
as was his work in growing umpire numbers and driving new
umpiring coaching sessions.
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Australian Country Cricket Championships

Hall of Fame Honour for Rod Johnston

Outbacks Men’s Team

On and off the field, Rod Johnston has played a long innings
for SA Country.

Defending a championship is always difficult and Wollongong
this year was no different. To show how far we’ve come, five
wins from 10 matches was only a satisfactory result.
But I believe we played better cricket this year and with some
luck would have won the two games we narrowly lost to
Victoria and would have led the competition going into the
last round.
The change of format to five one-day games and five
Twenty20s in nine days was a tough ask but it made for a
close and exciting championships.
We recorded only our fourth victory over eventual
champion Queensland in a T20, which was our best win.
Two big wins each over East Asia Pacific and WA rounded
out our five victories.
Highlighting our individual performances was 18-year-old Ben
Pengelley winning the player of the championships. It was an
absolute privilege to see the way Ben went about his cricket.
His class with bat, ball and in the field was outstanding. His
leadership qualities for such a young man were so impressive
and I have no doubt in the not-too-distant future Ben will play
first-class cricket. Ben was also selected in the All-Australian
team. Another award winner was Joe Brown, voted as the
competition’s best fielder for some of the most athletic
fielding you could wish to see. Notable performances from
Cameron Sumner, Josh Fidler and Sean Nottle saw all three
close to All-Australian selection.
It is with sadness we farewell two of the greatest Outbacks
players of all time – Ben Smith and Andrew Frick, who
retired after the championships. Ben leaves as the thirdhighest runscorer in Outbacks history and Andrew as the
all-time Outbacks leading wicket-taker. With a combined 14
championships under their belt it not only leaves a massive
gap in experience in our squad but we also lose two quality
individuals whose cricket smarts and competitiveness will be
difficult to replace.
I was extremely proud to be involved with this group of young
men. The effort, camaraderie and respect shown was the best
I’ve encountered in my time as Outbacks coach. As we look
forward to Geraldton 2018 I’ve no doubt if we can replicate
the attitude this year’s group had we will be in for another
successful championship.
Paul Pasculli
SA Men’s Outbacks Coach
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Johnston’s lengthy service was recognised when he was
inducted into the Australian Country Cricket Championships
Hall of Fame after the 2017 titles, played in Wollongong
in January.
Johnston’s involvement with Australian country cricket
started more than 30 years ago, when as a star batsman from
Broken Hill he captained the SA Country team at the first
three national country cricket championships.
Representing an Australian Country side against India at
Adelaide Oval and playing for SA Country teams against
Pakistan (twice), the West Indies and England touring sides
were other highlights of a long playing career. He reached
double-figures in each of these games, with a top score of 39
against Pakistan at Port Lincoln in 1981.
After retirement, Johnston continued his involvement as SA
Country team manager and chairman of selectors. During this
period SA Country received two Spirit of Cricket awards, a
reflection of the way he managed his players and his level of
regard for the game and its traditions.
Johnston then took the responsibilities of long-serving SA
proxy delegate to the ACCC committee, treasurer of SACA’s
Country Cricket committee and a member of the organising
committees that coordinated local host associations for three
SA Country Championships.

“I feel very humbled by the fact that
delegates from all States as well as
Cricket Australia officials thought
that together with Gary Madsen
(Queensland) we were deemed worthy
to become the first living recipients of
this award,” Johnston said.
“In my playing days I was fortunate enough to represent SA
Country against Pakistan (twice), West Indies, England as well
as being selected in an Australian Country XI against India.
The three years I spent as captain of SA Country, nine years as
team manager and six years as SA delegate on the Australian
Country Cricket committee have been a very special and
rewarding part of my life.”
Johnston continues to be effective in his lobbying for
sponsorship from organisations to subsidise costs for the SA
Country teams.

COMPETITIONS

Above: Rod Johnston was this year inducted into the Australian Country Cricket Championships Hall of Fame.

Rod Johnston – career highlights

Outbacks Women’s Team

• Inaugural captain of SA Country teams at the ACCC
(1985-1987)

The carnival, which was made up of Twenty20 games
compacted into a short time frame, overall was very successful.

• Selected in the Australian Country XI vs India at Adelaide
Oval (1985-86)

We started the carnival much better than last year with a win
first up against NT. Unfortunately, we lost the second game
of the day to East Asia Pacific, which set a trend as we were
unable to win back-to-back games over the week.

• SA Country manager (2002-2009)
• 30 years on SACA’s country cricket committee
• 13 years as treasurer of SACA’s Country Cricket committee
• Represented SA Country four times against international
teams (twice as captain)
• Selected eight times for SA carnival team to play against
SA 2nd XI (four times as captain)
• Member of SACA organising committees for Mount
Gambier (2004-05, 2015-16) and Barossa & Light (2009)
carnivals
• SA delegate to ACCC committee since 2003

We had a comfortable win against Western Australia, had
our worst game of the week against Queensland but had two
excellent wins against New South Wales and Victoria. Beating
both these traditionally strong teams was an excellent effort.
The game against Victoria was a knockout game for us, as a loss
meant missing finals. We were able to defend a small total of 83
due to an excellent overall performance but thanks in particular
to some great bowling from Sharni Tansell, the youngest player
in the team, and Casey Galbraith, with a five-wicket haul.
We made it to the semi-finals against EAP, played under lights
at North Dalton Park. We made a competitive total of 111
which was passed on the second-last ball. A few things didn’t
go our way in the field and a slight lack of composure late in
the game worked against us.
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There were many strong performances from our girls but
most importantly every player contributed at some point
in the carnival. Jordan Doecke, Cara Fiebig and Britt Perry
were quite outstanding in their leadership roles. Having more
experienced players on the ground to direct and educate
girls is vital moving forward. In a chaotic game like Twenty20
cricket a lot of responsibility falls on the on-field leaders.
Britt Perry had an excellent carnival, winning the batting
award for the second year with 228 runs at an average of 76.
Cara Fiebig also shone, taking 13 wickets to win the bowling
award. This included a hat-trick against Western Australia.
Another highlight was Jordan Doecke taking out
the wicketkeeping award.
Three players were selected in the Team of the Carnival, which
was the most by any State. Others were also spoken about
and would have been just as worthy. Cara Fiebig and Britt
Perry were automatic for their strong carnivals and Sharni
Tansell was selected for an excellent overall carnival with
strong bowling throughout and some brilliant outfield fielding.
David, our scorer, was brilliant. Having him made a big
difference for me and the team and Amy Wiseman as team
manager was exceptional and very well organised.
Kevin Frick
SA Women’s Outbacks Coach
Below: The Country Living Homes T20 Champions Cup saw the best
teams in regional South Australia compete.

SACA Junior Shield Carnivals
The 2016-17 season saw two Shield carnivals take place for
two age groups – under-12s and under-17s. The under-12 Shield
comprised two country representative teams and a team from
each of the 12 Premier Cricket clubs, while the under-17 Shield
only included teams from the 12 junior Premier Cricket Clubs.
The under-12 Shield was played from December 19-23. The
teams played four Twenty20 matches on the first two days
and two one-day matches on the following two days, with
finals being played on the fifth and final day. This season saw
some fantastic junior cricket played with eventual winner
Kensington going through undefeated.
The 71st under-17 Shield was held from January 9-18. It
consists of seven one-day matches and a grand final between
the top two teams at the end of regular competition. This
year saw a rematch of the 2015-16 final, with Kensington
again taking on Adelaide. Kensington proved too strong for its
opposition winning the grand final at Railways Oval at Park 25.

SACA Senior Country Cup
The 92nd SACA Senior Country Cup was held at various
grounds around Adelaide. The competition sees eight country
teams participate in three days of one-day matches before a
cross-over final series.
South East faced a strong Upper North team in the grand final
at Park 25. Due to a heatwave, that had affected the majority
of the carnival, the final was played as a 30-over match. Upper
North won the toss and didn’t look back, as it went on to win
its first Country Cup for 35 years. Yorke Peninsula stalwart
Adam Pitt took out the Player of the Carnival award after a
fantastic tournament with the bat in testing conditions.

Country Living Homes T20 Champions Cup
The seventh Country Living Homes Country Twenty20
Champions Cup saw new teams getting an opportunity to be
named the best T20 team in regional South Australia.
The competition is played in a 32-team format with the
qualifying finals and semi-finals held at Loxton and Moonta.
Meadows, West Gambier, Central Broken Hill and Langhorne
Creek played their qualifying finals at Loxton, before
Langhorne Creek went on to defeat Meadows in the semifinals. Quorn, Moonta, Angaston and Southern Eyre played at
Moonta, with Angaston going on to knock off the home team,
Moonta, to go through to the Country final.
The final, at Prospect Oval on Sunday, March 5, was one of the
most exciting in memory. Angaston won the toss and elected
to bowl, holding Langhorne Creek to 8/114. Angaston chased
the runs down with just two balls to spare and one wicket in
hand, proceeding to the Country Living Homes Statewide
Twenty20 Champions Cup final against the metropolitan
winners at Adelaide Oval later that evening.
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Country Living Homes continued their support of the SAMCA
Metropolitan Twenty20 Champions Cup, the final being
played on March 5 at St Peter’s College. Desi’s Avengers
were no match for St Peter’s Old Collegians.

over-50 group gained momentum towards the end of the
minor round to claim fourth position, before beating Victoria
in the elimination final. The team fell short to eventual winner
Queensland in the preliminary final.

For the first time the Country Living Homes Statewide
Twenty20 Champions Cup final was held under lights at
Adelaide Oval. Angaston fell agonisingly short of the total
set by St Peter’s, who won their first Cup.

Five Southern Spiders sides then headed to Springvale,
Victoria, for the open championships. The open men’s side
reached a preliminary final with a relatively young squad
including three players under 18. After a great run through
the minor round, the Lord’s Taverners side finished in second
spot. However, injury and illness made a big impact on the
side whose competition ended in the preliminary final stage.
The open women were out for redemption after being
beaten by Victoria in the previous grand final. But, after a
successful week, they fell 11 runs short of the Victorians in
the grand final.

Metro Cricket (SAMCA Cups)
Celebrating its eighth season, the South Australian
Metropolitan Cricket Association (SAMCA) coordinates
senior and junior representative carnivals, providing a
forum for metropolitan associations to raise the profile of
community cricket.
In the first two weeks of January each year, junior
representative competitions between the Adelaide Turf
Cricket Association, Para Districts Cricket Association and the
South Central, Western Suburbs and North Eastern Junior
Cricket Associations are held at each association’s most
outstanding community facilities.
This season’s grand final matches started with the undefeated
North Eastern team defeating Western Suburbs in the
under-11 division, seeing North Eastern Junior Cricket
Association claiming the title for the fourth consecutive year.
The under-13 grand final was a spectacular event with Western
Suburbs chasing down South Central’s mammoth total of 201
with four overs to spare. The second week saw ATCA North
and South play off in a thrilling under-15 grand final which
saw ATCA North snatch a three-run victory to claim its third
consecutive title.

The Australian junior championships were held in Dubbo, New
South Wales. The 13-and-under boys and 17-and-under girls
were competitive throughout the week and were within reach
of a finals berth going into their last match but fell short in
the end. The 15-and-under boys qualified for finals and were
successful in their elimination final against Western Australia,
scoring a thrilling three-run victory. However, despite some
late heroics, the Spiders fell to New South Wales Cyclones
by just four runs in the preliminary final, seeing their exciting
finals run come to an end.
Below: Febi Mansell (left) and Jessica O’Reilly competed in the inaugural
Beastwear National Indoor Cricket League.

In the under-21 carnival, round-robin matches were played
between Adelaide Turf, Adelaide and Suburban, Para Districts
and Churches and Community Cricket Association. For the
first time, the Churches and Community Cricket Association
earnt a place in the grand final against Adelaide Turf
Cricket Association. However, it was Adelaide Turf that was
triumphant, claiming an 84-run victory to go back-to-back.
The four senior associations competed in the annual knockout
rounds of the SAMCA Shield. Para Districts were too strong
for the Churches and Community team, while Adelaide and
Suburban claimed victory over Adelaide Turf in the grand
final rematch. In the grand final, Adelaide and Suburban was
too strong for Para Districts, claiming a five-wicket win for
successive titles.

Indoor Cricket
South Australian indoor cricket continues to improve with the
Southern Spiders enjoying a positive 2016 campaign across
the three national indoor championships.
Southern Spiders were represented in the over-45 and over50 age groups in Mackay, Queensland, in the Masters. The
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Along with the Southern Spiders’ very competitive team
performances, there were plenty of individual successes.
South Australia had seven open players receive national
selection for the 2016 Trans-Tasman series which was held in
Port Macquarie. Kylie Rattray, Neisha Iles, Stacey Oates (open
ladies), Jarrad Indraratne (open men), Lachlan Ferguson,
Zach Reekie (21-and-under men) and Febi Mansell (21-andunder ladies) were rewarded for excellent tournaments with
Australian selection. The Spiders also had six players receive
‘All-Star’ selection for their divisions with Scott May, Lindsay
Drowley, Wayne Jeffery (Lord’s Taverners), Dion Lucas, Arham
Hashmi (15-and-under boys) and Taylah Lewis (17-and-under
girls) being rewarded for their performances.

National Indigenous Cricket
Championships
The South Australian men’s team, the Southern Boomerangs,
again competed at this year’s national Indigenous cricket
championships with a young but extremely talented squad.
This season, the Boomerangs welcomed three new players
into the team: Lain Beckett, a former Australian under-19 and
NSW Indigenous player, Colin Wilson, the leading runscorer
from the Statewide Indigenous Carnival and Jack Coppins, a
talented young player from Prospect District Cricket Club.
The lead-up to the championship was strong, with training and
trial matches organised to assist in the preparation of the team
for the standards required at a national championship level.
The Boomerangs managed two wins from the allocated seven,
with both victories coming against Tasmania. The team was

extremely competitive throughout the championships, taking
the challenge to the older and more experienced teams.
Although the team performances were not highlighted with
the number of wins, there were many outstanding individual
efforts. The veteran of the team, Marcus McGregor-Cassady
had a great tournament, leading the way against Tasmania
with his top-score of 85 and finishing with a total of 141 runs for
the championships. Ayden McGregor-Baptista also contributed
with the bat, compiling 181 runs for the tournament, with a
highest score of 60. Charlie Holmes showed glimpses of his
talent with an impressive 61 against Queensland.
Three young bowlers led the way. Tanner Coulthard
demonstrated his continued maturity as a young cricketer,
claiming seven wickets for the carnival. In his first year with
the team, Jack Coppins showed his worth with impressive
figure of 5/46 against the Northern Territory and again Tyrell
Sinclair was reliable with the ball, taking seven wickets for the
carnival with best figures of 3/21 against Tasmania.
For the first time, South Australia also sent a team to compete
in the women’s division. The women competed in the Imparja
Cup, the community division of the NICC, with a number of
the women who represented SA being new to cricket. SA
ended the minor round second in its pool. A play-off for third
place overall between the second-placed teams from each
pool saw SA victorious over the Central Stars.
SA captain Febi Mansell was awarded the Most Valuable
Player of the tournament for the Community Division.
Alongside team-mate Stephanie Austin, she was also named
in the Team of the Tournament.

Above: The Southern Boomerangs finished with two wins at the National Indigenous Cricket Championships.
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Above: Blind cricketer Michael Zannis helped the combined SA/WA team take home the title at the National Cricket Inclusion Championships.

Lord’s Taverners Indigenous
Statewide Carnival

performance from the championships was Gavin Connor
claiming 5/9 off four overs against Queensland.

The Lord’s Taverners Indigenous Carnival was played in
November 2016, in a different format from previous years.
Spread across two zones, teams came together to compete in
Adelaide and Port Augusta.

In the cricketers with an intellectual disability division,
SA performed exceptionally well, making the grand final
and losing narrowly to Victoria. The runner-up had strong
performances across the championships with highlights
including Josh Waldhuter’s 5/7 off 3.4 overs against Tasmania
and Chris McQueen’s 87 against Western Australia. SA had
four players included in the Australian performance squad
with Luke Goodman earning Australian selection, travelling
to England to compete in the International Federation for
Intellectual Disability Sport Tri Nations against England and
South Africa. SACA also congratulates John Lonergan, who
was selected as coach and Joanna Connolly who was selected
as team manager.

In Adelaide, players representing the Kaurna, Ngarrindjeri and
Gerard communities and the under-20 Southern Boomerangs
squad competed. The Port Augusta event involved teams
representing Port Augusta, Port Lincoln, Lake Eyre and
Flinders. In both zones, teams competed in 20 and 50-over
matches. Port Augusta and the Ngarrindjeri teams were
victorious in their zones.
Lake Eyre took out the Spirit of Cricket trophy of the carnival,
with Russell Coulthard winning the bowling trophy and Colin
E. Wilson being awarded the batting trophy, the fielding
trophy and the Vince Copley Player of the Carnival award.

National Cricket Inclusion Championships
The inaugural National Cricket Inclusion Championships took
place in Geelong, Victoria.
The format showcases Australia’s most talented cricketers
across three divisions – blind and vision impaired, deaf and
hard of hearing and cricketers with an intellectual disability.
South Australia fielded competitive teams in each division.
In the deaf and hard of hearing division, SA played
off, narrowly losing to NSW to finish fourth. A notable

In the blind and vision impaired division, SA was in a
combined team with WA and the team dominated the
competition to claim the title. In the final against Victoria,
SA cruised past the posted score of 183 without losing a
wicket in the 16th over. South Australians Ricky Segura (83
not out) and Stephen Palmer (79 not out) were clinical with
the bat. SA boasts three Australian players – Stephen Palmer,
Michael Zannis and Mark Haskett.
SACA is committed to sending high performing teams to
compete at the National Cricket Inclusion Championships
with the launch of its development academy in season
2017-18 which will act as a direct feeder into the teams
in each division.
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Above: West Torrens players celebrate after winning the men’s first grade grand final to add to the two other titles won by the Eagles in the 2016-17 season.

Premier Cricket

West End Men’s First Grade Final

The South Australian Cricket Association Premier Cricket
competition is an important component of the Australian
Cricket Pathway as it continues to provide junior and senior
players with the opportunity to showcase their talents across
all three formats of the game.

An extraordinary turnaround from the West Torrens Eagles
saw them become triple premiers this season, after finishing
last in the two-day competition the previous summer.

The West End men’s competition comprises four grades – first
through fourth – as well as the West End One-Day Cup and the
West End Twenty20 Cup.
The Websters Lawyers women’s competition comprises
first and second grades and is played in one-day and
Twenty20 formats.
Four competitions exist for junior boys – Under-14 Red,
Under-14 White, Under-16 Red and Under-16 White. The
Under-12 and Under-17 Shields provide additional carnival
formats of the game.
West Torrens achieved what no Premier Club had done before
– taking home the silverware for all three formats in the first
grade competition. It was a stunning turnaround for the
Eagles, who finished in last place in the two-day format just a
year earlier.
In the Websters Lawyers first grade women’s competition, the
Kensington Browns, led by Karen Rolton Medal winner Sarah
Lowe, capped off their season by winning the one-day and
Twenty20 formats.
SACA wishes to acknowledge and thank Lion (through their
flagship brand West End) and Websters Lawyers for their
steadfast support of the Premier Cricket competition.

They became the first club to complete a clean sweep of all
three formats in a first grade season.
Kensington captain Jake Brown won the toss and elected to
bowl but an impressive opening stand by Redbacks batsman
Kelvin Smith (45) and youngster Bailey Capel (55) put the
Eagles in a good position.
A series of middle-order wickets saw momentum shift slightly
back in Kensington’s favour, as the Browns snared Bradman
Medallist Daniel Drew (16), Carl Mickan (two) and Patrick
Fisher (27). But Leigh Drennan held the innings together with
104, his second century in three matches. Drennan’s knock
guided the Eagles to an impressive 334, leaving Kensington
less than a day to chase the score, knowing a draw would see
West Torrens secure the premiership because of its higher
ranking in the minor round.
Kensington faltered early thanks to an impressive opening
spell from Braedon Renshaw, who claimed both openers to
leave the Browns reeling at 2/16. Dual Bradman Medallist
Brown and Redback Alex Ross were always going to be the
key wickets and Brown fell to Trent Kelly for 14, as the West
Torrens veteran ran through the middle-order to claim 4/45.
Ross played a lone hand for the Browns, as he ended the
innings on an unbeaten 97, with his team-mates unable to
combine for any substantial partnerships on their way to
being bowled out for 176.
Leigh Drennan was awarded the DW Hookes Medal as Player
of the Match.
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Websters Lawyers Women’s First
Grade Final
Kensington faced Port Adelaide at Port Adelaide Reserve, with
the rampaging Browns claiming their second premiership for
the season.
Port gained the early ascendancy after Kensington captain
Sarah Lowe had won the toss and elected to bat, picking up
the wickets of Scorpions opener Bridget Patterson (five) and
Eliza Doddridge (11).
Some key middle-order contributions from Lowe (23), Kelly
Armstrong (29) and Rachel Church (26) saw the Browns fight
their way to a competitive 9/160, with Hannah Perry (3/15
off 10 overs) and Scorpion Amanda Wellington (2/26 off 10)
Port’s standouts with the ball.
Despite Katelyn Pope making an immediate impact with the
ball – removing Mary Waldron with the first delivery of the
innings – Port looked threatening thanks to strong input from
Wellington (43), Samantha Betts (11) and Perry (19).
At 4/94, with Perry still at the crease, the game was evenly
balanced, poised to come down to the final overs. However,
impressive second spells from Pope (4/30 off 10) and SarahJane Jameson (3/21 off 9.4) saw Port lose 4/0, slumping to be
all out for just 125.
Player of the Match was Kensington’s Katelyn Pope.

West End One-Day Cup Final
West Torrens cruised to a seven-wicket victory over Glenelg to
claim the West End One-Day Cup at Henley Grange Oval.
Glenelg captain Tom Plant won the toss and elected to bat but
five of the Seahorses’ six top-order batsmen fell for less than
five runs, including opening bat and former under-19 Australian
representative Jake Winter, who was dismissed for just one.
It was Plant who toiled hard to redeem Glenelg’s chances,
making a patient 73 off 157 balls.
Young West Torrens quick Spencer Johnson starred with the
ball, earning himself the Rob Zadow Medal for player of the
match thanks to his devastating first spell, finishing with an
impressive 5/40 from 10 overs.
The Seahorses managed a modest 9/154 from their 50 overs,
forcing them to rely on their bowling to get the job done. But
the Eagles made a solid start through West End Redbacks
opener Kelvin Smith, who managed a gritty half-century (68
off 82 balls) to put the Eagles in command.
Akash Patel and Jack Pudney were the only Seahorses to take
a wicket, with the team’s third coming from a run out after
some sharp fielding from Patel.
Daniel Drew also contributed with the bat, seeing out the
innings with an unbeaten 45, the Eagles clinching victory with
more than 10 overs to spare and seven wickets in hand.
It was the first time in 13 years West Torrens had won the oneday competition.

Above: Kensington captain Sarah Lowe, left, with Sarah-Jane Jameson and
Katelyn Pope after winning the women’s first grade final.

West End Twenty20 Cup Final
Some brilliant batting from the West Torrens Eagles led them
to victory in the West End Twenty20 Cup, beating the Glenelg
Seahorses by eight wickets.
Glenelg won the toss and elected to make first use of the
Adelaide Oval wicket and Jake Winter and Joel Garrett got the
Seahorses off to a solid start. They each scored 20 runs, while
a half-century from Ben Bullimore and a 44-run knock from
Danny Irvine ensured a decent total.
West Torrens’ Kelvin Smith and Ben Williams struck with the
ball, taking two wickets each, Glenelg finishing its 20 overs
on 6/152.
Smith also starred with the bat, smashing an impressive 38 off
just 18 balls to create a solid platform for the Eagles’ lineup to
follow. Daniel Drew (61 not out off 52 balls) and Leigh Drennan
(an unbeaten 42 off 28 balls) played key roles, helping the
Eagles reach the required total in the 19th over, just two
wickets down.

Websters Lawyers Women’s First Grade
Twenty20 Final
The Kensington Browns defeated the Sturt Blues in a
convincing 82-run victory at Adelaide Oval to claim the
Websters Lawyers Twenty20 Cup.
Kensington captain Sarah Lowe won the toss and chose to
bat. SA Scorpion Bridget Patterson (51 off 40 balls) and Eliza
Doddridge (35 off 52 balls) got the Browns off to a flying start,
putting on a 94-run opening partnership.
Fellow Scorpions Sarah Lowe (15) and Jordan Doecke (18 not
out) kept the runs flowing, with Kensington finishing its 20
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overs on 3/131. Emma de Broughe claimed 2/30 from four
overs, making her the Blues’ standout with the ball.
Sturt struggled to create a notable batting partnership, with
captain Eliza Bartlett (22 off 42 balls) attempting to hold
together the innings with wickets continuously falling around
her. With Rhiannon Peate being the next highest scorer with
just eight, the Blues were all out for just 49 in the 16th over.
Kensington’s Kelly Armstrong was unstoppable with the
ball, taking 3/10 off four overs, while Lowe and Doddridge
supported with two wickets each.

Bradman Medal and Karen Rolton Medal
West Torrens allrounder Daniel Drew took home the 59th
Bradman Medal, while Kensington’s Sarah Lowe and Port
Adelaide’s Emma Sampson tied for the Karen Rolton Medal.
Recognising the cricketer who polls the highest number of
votes cast by umpires in the West End first grade competition,
Drew was awarded 28 votes, five votes ahead of secondplaced James Miller (East Torrens).
He amassed an impressive 545 runs from 12 matches, with
a highest score of 101 and an average of 41.92. Also proving
handy with the ball, Drew took 14 wickets at 21.07 with best
figures of 6/55 against Northern Districts in Round 10.

Drew is the first West Torrens player to win the Bradman
Medal since Paul Nobes in 1987-88 and he becomes the club’s
seventh winner of the prestige award.
The Karen Rolton Medal recognises the female cricketer who
polls the highest number of votes cast by umpires in the
Websters Lawyers first grade competition.
A 16-vote tie saw Lowe and Sampson take out top honours,
both being awarded their first Karen Rolton Medal.
Kensington captain Lowe snared 12 wickets in the one-dayers
at the incredible average of 4.5 and led her side to victory in
the finals of the one-day and Twenty20 competitions. Lowe’s
best figures were 5/6 against Port Adelaide in Round 9, while
she compiled 134 runs at an average of 44.67 for the season.
Port Adelaide’s Sampson claimed 10 wickets across her eight
matches, at an average of 14.5, with best figures of 4/27 and
also compiled 104 runs at an average of 17.33. Sampson’s
side fought a losing battle with Kensington in the Websters
Lawyers first grade final.
Lowe and Sampson are the second Karen Rolton Medal winners
for their clubs since its inception in 2006-07, both earning 16
votes, just one ahead of Port Adelaide’s Hannah Perry.
This year also marked the first time a Women’s Team of the
Year was selected, with SACA being one of the first State
associations to pioneer this equalising initiative.

Above: Bradman Medallist Daniel Drew with Sarah Lowe and Emma Simpson, who tied for the Karen Rolton Medal.
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Premier Cricket Country Round
Round six of the season saw four of the first grade Premier
Cricket matches played in the country with Mount Gambier,
Moonta, Waikerie and Port Augusta each hosting.
Bringing some of the best cricketers in South Australia to
display their talents in the country gives SACA the opportunity
to acknowledge these regions and their contribution to the
Australian Cricket Pathway.
Kensington reclaimed the Glenelg/Kensington Cup and moved
to the top of the ladder with a 55-run victory over Glenelg at
Mount Gambier. Elliot Opie (3/37) and David Grant (3/40) led
the Browns to victory, helping dismiss Glenelg with more than
three overs to spare.

Above: SACA President Andrew Sinclair, Board member Rod Phillips,
special guest Greg Chappell and West Torrens coach Mark Harrity at the
Bradman Medal presentation.

Adelaide captain Sam Raphael scored an impressive unbeaten
104 to guide the Buffalos to a three-wicket win against
Adelaide University at ETSA Oval, Port Augusta.
Dominant Tea Tree Gully chased down Woodville’s total of
211 in just 36 overs in Waikerie, despite an unbeaten 97 from
Woodville’s Harry Nielsen.
West Torrens beat Sturt at Moonta thanks to half-centuries
from Carl Mickan (54) and Pat Fisher (53), along with a
damaging spell from Ben Williams (3/20).

FeBLUary
SACA continued its partnership with beyondblue and its
FeBLUary campaign. FeBLUary was established by the
Southern District Cricket Club in 2008 and is in its eighth year.
A FeBLUary round is played each season in the Premier Cricket
competition in all grades in February with the aim of raising
awareness about depression, anxiety and related mental
health disorders.
Above: GM High Performance Tim Nielsen with Angela Treloar, from
West Torrens, who won the first grade batting aggregate and average
trophies, plus the wicketkeeping award.

Each team appointed a FeBLUary ambassador who wore a
special cap and at the end of the match, umpires awarded a
FeBLUary Medal for the outstanding player of the match.
This season, FeBLUary was held in Round 11 across
two weekends.

Communications
Premier Cricket continued its strong partnerships with The
Advertiser and Messenger newspapers and is grateful to these
publications for their continuing coverage of the competition.
This season also saw the Sunday Mail produce a dedicated
Premier Cricket article each week, which detailed the results
and provided a summary of the previous day’s play.

Above: Former Australian captain Belinda Clark with Glenelg’s Akash
Patel, who won the Premier Cricket bowling aggregate trophy and was
named in the men’s team of the year.

The dedicated Premier Cricket website which was introduced
last season was used to provide round previews and wraps, as
well as other important competition information to Premier
clubs. The @SACAComps Twitter was used to provide match
information and the South Australian Cricket Association
Facebook page provided stories about events on the Premier
Cricket calendar.
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FIRST GRADE GF SCORECARD

Above: Daniel Drew, left, and Trent Kelly celebrate the wicket that clinched West Torrens the men’s first grade premiership.

West End Premier Cricket – Men’s First Grade
Woodville Oval – Sat 25 March & Sun 26 March 2017
David Hookes Medallist:
Umpires:
Toss:
Result:

Leigh Drennan (West Torrens)
Luke Uthenwoldt and Craig Thomas
Kensington
West Torrens won by 158 runs

1ST INNINGS – WEST TORRENS

Runs

Balls

1ST INNINGS – KENSINGTON

Runs

Balls

*KR Smith
BT Capel
+LJ Drennan
D Drew
C Mickan
P Fisher
TP Kelly
SH Johnson
BJ Williams
L Pastyn
B Renshaw

45
55
104
16
2
27
18
7
22
15
0

130
71
206
44
13
30
37
16
41
29
1

LF Scanlon
c KR Smith b B Renshaw
+J Seward
c KR Smith b B Renshaw
*JM Brown
c P Fisher b TP Kelly
AI Ross
not out
SP Schwerdt
c KR Smith b TP Kelly
HW Cranendonk c B Renshaw b TP Kelly
EA Steele
c & b BJ Williams
EK Opie
lbw b BJ Williams
CA Fatchen
c B Renshaw b TP Kelly
S Aufderheide c LJ Drennan b BJ Williams
L Pope
c LJ Drennan b D Drew

2
6
14
97
19
11
13
0
0
2
0

12
15
23
144
37
19
43
2
8
12
12

Extras
(nb 3, w 0, b 0, lb 9)
Total
10 wickets for
Overs		

12
176
54.0

lbw b SG Aufderheide
c CA Fatchen b L Pope
c CA Fatchen b EK Opie
c J Seward b JM Brown
c J Seward b JM Brown
c J Seward b L Pope
b EK Opie
c L Pope b SG Aufderheide
lbw b L Pope
not out
b EK Opie

Extras
(nb 16, w 0, b 0, lb 7)
Total
10 wickets for
Overs 		

23
334
100.2

Bowling: EK Opie 27.2-5-80-3, SG Aufderheide 16-2-52-2, CA
Fatchen 16-4-58-0, JM Brown 18-5-58-2, L Pope 23-4-79-3

Bowling: SH Johnson 8-1-31-0, B Renshaw 11-1-39-2, TP Kelly
16-1-45-4, BJ Williams 15-3-33-3, L Pastyn 3-0-18-0, D Drew 1-0-1-1
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ONE-DAY GF SCORECARD

Above: West Torrens bowler Spencer Johnson took five wickets in the one-day grand final.

West End One-Day Cup
Henley Grange Memorial Oval – Sunday 26 February 2017
Rob Zadow Medallist:
Umpires:
Toss:
Result:

Spencer Johnson (West Torrens)
Craig Thomas and Bruce Stribley
Glenelg
West Torrens won by seven wickets

GLENELG		

Runs

Balls

WEST TORRENS		

JL Winter
*TC Plant
+J Roach
BJ Bullimore
D Irvine
J Hoffman
SB Rice
H Cunningham
NW Fox
JG Pudney
A Patel

1
73
1
4
1
4
26
24
4
0
5

9
157
12
6
6
22
50
33
3
1
3

*KR Smith
BT Capel
+LJ Drennan
D Drew
C Mickan
TP Kelly
P Fisher
B Renshaw
SH Johnson
BJ Williams
DM Bess

c LJ Drennan b SH Johnson
run out (KR Smith)
lbw b SH Johnson
b B Renshaw
c TP Kelly b SH Johnson
c D Drew b B Renshaw
c D Drew b DM Bess
b SH Johnson
not out
c LJ Drennan b SH Johnson
not out

Extras
(nb 2, w 6, b 0, lb 3)
Total
9 wickets for
Overs		

11
154 (cc)
50.0

Bowling: B Renshaw 10-2-10-2, SH Johnson 10-0-40-5, TP Kelly 102-21-0, BJ Williams 5-0-28-0, DM Bess 10-1-35-1, D Drew 5-0-17-0.
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Runs

c A Patel b JG Pudney
68
run out (A Patel, J Roach)
9
b A Patel
10
not out
45
not out
17
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		

Extras
(nb 1, w 3, b 2, lb 0)
Total
3 wickets for
Overs		

Balls
82
19
35
60
43

6
155 (cc)
39.4

Bowling: NW Fox 9-1-49-0, JG Pudney 8.4-1-28-1, SB Rice 10-2-19-0,
A Patel 10-1-35-1, H Cunningham 2-0-22-0.

TWENTY20 GF SCORECARD

Above: Kelvin Smith made 38 from 18 balls to give West Torrens a bright start on its way to winning the Twenty20 Cup.

West End Twenty20 Cup
Adelaide Oval – Sunday 5 March 2017
Umpires:
Toss:
Result:

Cain Kemp and Harsimran Singh
Glenelg
West Torrens won by eight wickets

GLENELG		
*JL Winter
J Garrett
+J Roach
BJ Bullimore
D Irvine
TC Plant
J Hoffman
SB Rice
A Patel
NW Fox
JG Pudney

Runs

c LJ Drennan b BJ Williams
20
st LJ Drennan b KR Smith
20
c D Drew b KR Smith
0
c P Fisher b BJ Williams
54
b SH Johnson
44
not out
7
run out
1
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb

Extras
(nb 0, w 5, b 0, lb 1)
Total
6 wickets for
Overs		

Balls

WEST TORRENS

20
15
2
39
37
6
1

KR Smith
P Fisher
*D Drew
+LJ Drennan
C Mickan
B Renshaw
DS Clarke
SH Johnson
BJ Williams
IL Johnson
BT Capel

6
152 (cc)
20.0

Bowling: B Renshaw 3-0-35-0, SH Johnson 4-0-21-1, KR Smith 4-028-2, BJ Williams 4-0-26-2, D Drew 4-0-34-0, IL Johnson 1-0-7-0.

Runs

c JG Pudney b SB Rice
38
c J Roach b JG Pudney
7
not out
61
not out
42
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		

Extras
(nb 2, w 3, b 0, lb 1)
Total
2 wickets for
Overs		

Balls
18
14
52
28

6
154 (cc)
18.2

Bowling: NW Fox 3.2-0-25-0, JG Pudney 3-0-29-1, SB Rice 3-0-29-1,
A Patel 4-0-25-0, TC Plant 4-0-31-0, J Hoffman 1-0-14-0.
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WOMEN’S FIRST GRADE
GF SCORECARD

Above: Port Adelaide’s Alicia Dean is bowled for eight during the women’s first grade grand final. Kensington’s wicketkeeper is Jordan Doecke.

Websters Lawyers – Women’s First Grade
Port Adelaide Reserve – Sat 25 March 2017
Player of the Finals:
Umpires:
Toss:
Result:

Katelyn Pope (Kensington)
Kumar Chandrakumar and Tony Trist
Kensington
Kensington won by 35 runs

KENSINGTON		
BE Patterson
E Doddridge
*SJ Lowe
+J Doecke
K Armstrong
K Pope
RA Church
S Jameson
H Armstrong
SM Daly
SM Ferris
AT Wiseman

Runs

st M Waldron b H Perry
5
st M Waldron b AJ Wellington 11
run out
23
b CK Rundle
10
c M Waldron b AJ Wellington 29
c E Faint b H Perry
5
not out
26
b H Perry
0
b CK Rundle
7
run out (M Waldron)
4
not out
3
dnb		

Extras
(nb 3, w 26, b 1, lb 7)
Total
9 wickets for
Overs		

Balls

PORT ADELAIDE

14
48
38
34
57
21
43
4
24
17
4

+M Waldron
AJ Wellington
SM Betts
*H Perry
A Dean
E Sampson
E Faint
VR Bach
K Koutsoubis
CK Rundle
D Perera
S Howell

37
160 (cc)
50.0

Bowling: E Sampson 10-2-27-0, H Perry 10-3-15-3, AJ Wellington
10-2-26-2, E Faint 8-0-30-0, CK Rundle 9-0-39-2, A Dean 3-0-15-0.
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Runs

lbw b K Pope
0
c J Doecke b SJ Lowe
43
c E Doddridge b SJ Lowe
11
c H Armstrong b S Jameson 19
b SM Daly
8
b K Pope
4
b K Pope
0
b K Pope
0
b S Jameson
4
b S Jameson
2
not out
0
dnb		

Extras
(nb 0, w 26, b 0, lb 8)
Total
10 wickets for
Overs		

Balls
1
55
36
91
31
19
3
2
17
15
4

34
125
45.4

Bowling: K Pope 10-0-30-4, S Jameson 9.4-1-21-3, SJ Lowe
9-0-19-2, E Doddridge 4-0-17-0, K Armstrong 4-0-14-0, SM Daly
9-3-16-1.

WOMEN’S TWENTY20
GF SCORECARD

Above: Bridget Patterson starred for Kensington in the women’s Twenty20 Cup, making 51 on Adelaide Oval.

Websters Lawyers – Women’s First Grade Twenty20 Cup
Adelaide Oval – Sun 5 March 2017
Umpires:
Toss:
Result:

Shane Roberts and Steve Warren
Kensington
Kensington won by 82 runs

KENSINGTON		
BE Patterson
E Doddridge
*SJ Lowe
+J Doecke
K Pope
K Armstrong
RA Church
SM Ferris
SM Daly
S Jameson

Runs

c M Green b S Carver
51
lbw b E de Broughe
35
c RJ Peate b E de Broughe
15
not out
18
not out
2
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		
dnb		

Extras
(nb 1, w 4, b 0, lb 5)
Total
3 wickets for
Overs		

Balls

STURT		

40
52
13
15
1

*+EM Bartlett
SJ Coyte
A Price
AV O’Neil
RJ Peate
C Galbraith
M Green
E de Broughe
SL Oates
S Carver

10
131 (cc)
20.0

Bowling: SL Oates 4-1-15-0, SJ Coyte 4-0-18-0, A Price 4-0-29-0,
S Carver 4-0-34-1, E de Broughe 4-0-30-2.

Runs

b SM Daly
22
c K Pope b SJ Lowe
2
c J Doecke b SJ Lowe
1
lbw b K Armstrong
4
b E Doddridge
8
c SJ Lowe b K Armstrong
0
c S Jameson b K Armstrong 0
b E Doddridge
2
not out
0
dnb		

Extras
(nb 0, w 8, b 0, lb 2)
Total
10 wickets for
Overs		

Balls
42
8
7
10
9
4
1
10
2

10
49
15.3

Bowling: K Pope 1-0-5-0, S Jameson 3-0-5-0, SJ Lowe 3-0-17-2,
K Armstrong 4-0-10-3, E Doddridge 4-1-10-2, SM Daly 0.3-0-0-1.
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MEN’S TABLES
West End First Grade
TEAM

W2

West End Second Grade

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

%

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

%

West Torrens

1

7

3

1

0

200

1.2748

Glenelg

0

9

2

1

0

195

1.4452

Kensington

1

6

2

3

0

165

1.7018

Kensington

1

8

0

3

0

190

1.5249

Glenelg

0

7

3

2

0

165

1.0943

East Torrens

0

7

3

2

0

160

1.4505

Port Adelaide

2

4

2

3

1

160

1.0829

Tea Tree Gully

0

7

3

2

0

160

1.2052

Tea Tree Gully

0

7

2

3

0

155

1.1963

Adelaide Uni.

0

7

1

4

0

150

1.0121

West Torrens

0

5

3

4

0

125

1.1471

Northern Districts

1

4

1

6

0

95

1.1265

East Torrens

1

5

1

4

1

140

0.9784

Adelaide

1

4

3

4

0

130

1.1219

Woodville

0

4

4

2

2

110

1.0752

Port Adelaide

0

4

2

6

0

95

0.9110

Adelaide Uni.

1

3

3

5

0

110

1.0017

Adelaide

0

2

2

6

2

95

0.8516
0.7552

Sturt

0

4

2

6

0

95 0.9990

Prospect

0

4

1

7

0

90

Southern District

0

3

2

6

1

75

0.7314

Sturt

1

3

2

6

0

85

1.0735

Northern Districts

0

1

2

8

1

40

0.6293

Southern District

0

2

1

8

1

50

0.5948

Prospect

0

1

1

9

1

25

0.6087

Woodville

0

2

1

9

0

50

0.5823

West End One-Day Cup

West End Third Grade

TEAM

P

W

D

L

POINTS

%

Kensington

3

3

0

0

45.0

1.1227

West Torrens

3

3

0

0

45.0

0.3457

East Torrens

Glenelg

3

2

0

1

30.0

1.2667

Kensington

Woodville

3

2

0

1

30.0 0.8089

Sturt

1

Tea Tree Gully

3

2

0

1

30.0 0.6806

Prospect

0

Sturt

3

2

0

1

30.0

0.6341

Adelaide

Adelaide

3

2

0

1

30.0

0.1385

Tea Tree Gully

Port Adelaide

3

1

0

2

15.0

0.0753

Glenelg

TEAM

-0.1661

Adelaide Uni.

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

%

2

8

1

1

0

162.5

2

7

0

3

0

155.0

1.8106

0

8

1

1

1

142.5

1.5308

6

3

2

0

137.5

1.7655

9

0

2

0

135.0

1.2131

2

3

2

5

0

110.0

1.0365

2

4

1

4

1

102.5

1.1450

1

3

2

6

0

85.0

1.4505
0.9362

1.5997

Adelaide Uni.

3

1

0

2

15.0

West Torrens

0

3

2

6

1

75.0

Prospect

3

1

0

2

15.0 -0.5393

Northern Districts

0

3

2

6

1

60.0

0.6752

Southern District

3

1

0

2

15.0 -0.9461

Port Adelaide

1

1

1

7

2

47.5

0.4837

Northern Districts

3

0

1

2

7.5 -1.9600

Southern District

0

1

2

7

2

30.0

0.4839

SACA U19

3

0

1

2

7.5

Woodville

0

1

1

7

3

22.5

0.4078

East Torrens

3

0

0

3

D

L1

L2

POINTS

-2.1722

0.0 -0.8471

West End Twenty20 Cup
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TEAM

West End Fourth Grade

TEAM

P

W

D

L

POINTS

Glenelg

4

4

0

0

60

1.4898

West Torrens

4

4

0

0

60

1.2691

Tea Tree Gully

4

3

0

1

45

1.1098

Sturt

4

3

0

1

45

1.0957

East Torrens

4

3

0

1

45

0.4616

Port Adelaide

4

2

0

2

30

-0.0144

Kensington

4

2

0

2

30

Prospect

4

2

0

2

Northern Districts

4

2

0

2

Adelaide Uni.

4

1

0

3

15 -0.3898

SACA U19

4

1

0

3

15

Woodville

4

1

0

3

15

Adelaide

4

0

0

4

Southern District

4

0

0

4
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%

TEAM

W2

W1

%

Prospect

2

7

1

2

0

162.5

1.8482

Adelaide Uni.

1

7

2

2

0

145.0

1.8057

West Torrens

1

7

2

2

0

145.0

1.6522

Tea Tree Gully

1

6

2

3

0

130.0

1.7782

Kensington

0

8

1

3

0

127.5

1.8212

East Torrens

1

5

2

4

0

125.0

1.6685

-0.3125

Port Adelaide

2

4

1

5

0

102.5

1.0599

30

-0.3641

Adelaide

1

3

1

6

1

92.5

0.8208

15

-0.2250

Glenelg

0

5

1

6

0

82.5

0.9697

Sturt

0

4

2

4

2

75.0

0.8569

-0.8367

Southern District

0

2

2

6

2

45.0

0.4623

-1.6944

Woodville

0

2

1

7

2

37.5

0.4753

0

-0.4019

Northern Districts

0

0

0

10

2

0.0

0.2104

0

-1.3567

MEN’S AWARDS
Premier Cricket Award Winners
AWARD

RECIPIENT

West End 1st Grade Premiers

West Torrens

West End One-Day Cup Premiers

West Torrens

West End Twenty20 Cup Premiers

West Torrens

Bradman Medal

Daniel Drew (West Torrens)

Bradman Medal Team Award

Kensington

Scrymgour Club Championship Shield

Kensington

Presidents Trophy

Northern Districts

CW Walker Wicket Keeping Trophy

Leigh Drennan (West Torrens)

Talbot Smith Fielding Trophy

James Miller (East Torrens)

Fred Godson Medal – West End One-Day Cup

Harry Nielsen (Woodville)

Jason Gillespie Medal – Premier Cricket Rising Star

Jake Winter (Glenelg)

West End Trophy - 1st Grade Batting Aggregate

John Dalton (Kensington)

Craigie Memorial Trophy - 1st Grade Batting Average

Jake Brown (Kensington)

West End Trophy - 1st Grade Bowling Aggregate

Akash Patel (Glenelg)

Craigie Memorial Trophy - 1st Grade Bowling Average

Nick Winter (Adelaide University)

L.M.S. Hargrave Trophy - Best Under 23 Player

John Dalton (Kensington)

West End 2nd Grade Premiers

East Torrens

Men’s 2nd Grade - KC Butler Medal

Harry Cunningham (Glenelg)

2nd Grade Batting Aggregate

Harry Cunningham (Glenelg)

2nd Grade Bowling Aggregate

Braden Collins (Prospect)

West End 3rd Grade Premiers

Adelaide University

Men’s 3rd Grade – Sid Daly Medal

Benno Schlicker (Sturt)

3rd Grade Batting Aggregate

Benno Schlicker (Sturt)

3rd Grade Bowling Aggregate

Matthew Ferraro (West Torrens), Fraser Durham (Sturt),
Oliver Shattock (Tea Tree Gully) & Patrick McNamara (Woodville)

West End 4th Grade Premiers

Tea Tree Gully

Men’s 4th Grade – McLeod / Wilson Medal

Mark Healey (Glenelg)

4th Grade Batting Aggregate

Manning McInerney (Prospect)

4th Grade Bowling Aggregate

Mark Healey (Glenelg)

Premier Cricket Volunteer of the Year

Harvey Jolly (Southern District)

West End Men’s Team of the Year
NO.

NAME

CLUB

1

John Dalton

Kensington

2

Conor McInerney

Woodville

3

Brendan McCormack

Southern District

4

Mark Cosgrove (C)

Northern Districts

5

Benjamin Bullimore

Glenelg

6

Daniel Drew

West Torrens

7

Harry Nielsen

Woodville

8

Nick Winter

Adelaide University

9

Akash Patel

Glenelg

10

Benjamin Williams

West Torrens

11

Adam Somerfield

Tea Tree Gully

12

Phillip Neate

Adelaide

Coach

Mark Harrity

West Torrens

Umpire

Luke Uthenwoldt

SACUSA

Above: The men’s and women’s Premier Cricket teams of the year on
stage at the Bradman Medal presentation night, with special guests
Belinda Clark and Greg Chappell.
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WOMEN’S
HEADER TEXT
PREMIERSHIP TABLES

Websters Lawyers First Grade
TEAM

P

W2

W1

D

Websters Lawyers First Grade Twenty20
L1

L2

POINTS

P

W

D

L

POINTS

%

Kensington

10

0

5

3

2

0

97.5

Kensington

10

5

2

3

106.67

0.4806

Port Adelaide

10

0

5

3

2

0

97.5

Sturt

9

5

2

2

106.20

1.2048
0.5112

Sturt

10

0

4

3

3

0

82.5

Port Adelaide

9

5

2

2

103.33

West Torrens

10

0

3

3

4

0

67.5

Northern Districts

10

4

2

4

90.49 -0.4663

Northern Districts

10

0

2

4

4

0

60.0

West Torrens

10

3

2

5

77.10

-0.1127

Southern District

10

0

1

4

5

0

45.0

Southern District

10

1

2

7

41.93

-1.5865

Websters Lawyers Second Grade

56

TEAM

Websters Lawyers Second Grade Twenty20

TEAM

P

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

TEAM

P

W1

D

L1

POINTS

Northern Districts
Orange

10

0

8

2

0

0

Adelaide University

10

0

5

3

2

0

%

158.92

Northern Districts
Orange

10

7

2

1

134.43

2.8271

118.83

Prospect

10

6

4

0

131.22

2.1458

Port Adelaide

10

0

5

3

2

0

117.22

Kensington Brown

10

6

3

1

128.45

2.1534

West Torrens

10

0

5

3

2

0

114.56

West Torrens

10

5

4

1

114.89

2.2034

Kensington Brown

10

0

4

3

3

0

102.61

Adelaide University

10

3

4

3

86.50

0.7711

Northern Districts
Blue

10

4

1

5

81.75

-0.5111

Southern District

10

2

4

4

65.25

-4.1305

Kensington Gold

9

2

3

4

62.56

-1.5081

Sturt

9

1

3

5

44.34

-1.2112

Glenelg

8

0

3

5

28.07

-2.2625

Port Adelaide

8

0

1

7

Sturt

10

0

4

2

4

0

88.81

Prospect

10

0

3

3

4

0

84.22

Kensington Gold

10

0

3

3

4

0

83.44

Southern District

10

0

2

3

5

0

72.64

Northern Districts
Blue

10

0

1

2

7

0

45.17

Glenelg

10

0

0

3

7

0

35.19
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11.98 -3.7704

WOMEN’S AWARDS

Women’s Premier Cricket Award Winners
AWARD

RECIPIENT

Women’s 1st Grade Premiers

Kensington

Women’s 1st Grade Twenty20 Premiers

Kensington

Karen Rolton Medal - Women’s 1st Grade

Sarah Lowe (Kensington) & Emma Sampson (Port Adelaide)

Women’s 1st Grade Batting Aggregate

Angela Treloar (West Torrens)

Women’s 1st Grade Batting Average

Angela Treloar (West Torrens)

Women’s 1st Grade Bowling Aggregate

Hannah Perry (Port Adelaide)

Women’s 1st Grade Bowling Average

Hannah Perry (Port Adelaide)

Women’s 1st Grade Wicket Keeping Trophy

Angela Treloar (West Torrens)

Women’s 1st Grade Fielding Trophy

Tabatha Saville (Southern District)

Women’s 2nd Grade Premiers

Northern Districts

Women’s 2nd Grade Twenty20 Premiers

Northern Districts

Lyn Fullston Medal - Women’s 2nd Grade

Alysha Petherick (Northern Districts)

Women’s 2nd Grade Batting Aggregate

Alysha Petherick (Northern Districts)

Women’s 2nd Grade Bowling Aggregate

Leanne Murray (Adelaide University)

Fellows Award

Jessica O’Reilly (Southern District)

Dot Laughton Trophy

Amelie Green (Kensington)

Websters Lawyers Women’s
Team of the Year:
NO.

NAME

CLUB

1

Angela Treloar

West Torrens

2

Eliza Doddridge

Kensington

3

Ellen Falconer

West Torrens

4

Amanda Wellington

Port Adelaide

5

Lauren Ebsary

West Torrens

6

Alex Price

Sturt

7

Brooke Harris

West Torrens

8

Hannah Perry

Port Adelaide

9

Sarah Lowe (C)

Kensington

10

Emma Sampson

Port Adelaide

11

Stacey Oates

Sturt

12

Sarah-Jane Jameson

Kensington

Coach

Darius Wyatt

Sturt
Above: Tabatha Saville receives the fielding trophy from SACA General
Manager, High Performance Tim Nielsen.
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JUNIOR PREMIERSHIP TABLES

Under 17 Shield Zone 1

Under 17 Shield Zone 2

TEAM

P

W

D

L

POINTS

TEAM

P

W

D

L

POINTS

Adelaide

5

5

0

0

75.0

Kensington

5

5

0

0

75.0

Glenelg

5

3

1

Sturt

5

3

0

1

52.5

Prospect

5

4

0

1

60.0

2

45.0

East Torrens

5

3

0

2

West Torrens

5

2

1

2

45.0

37.5

Tea Tree Gully

5

1

0

4

Southern District

5

1

0

15.0

4

15.0

Port Adelaide

5

1

0

4

15.0

Woodville

5

0

0

5

0.0

Northern Districts

5

1

0

4

15.0

D

L1

L2

POINTS

Under 16 Red
TEAM

Under 16 White
P

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

Kensington

11

2

6

2

1

0

Southern District

11

1

7

2

1

0

POINTS

TEAM

P

W2

W1

155.0

Kensington

11

0

9

1

1

0

142.5

145.0

Southern District

11

1

7

0

3

0

130.0

Glenelg

11

0

7

3

1

0

127.5

Woodville

11

1

6

1

3

0

122.5

Woodville

11

0

6

2

3

0

105.0

Adelaide

11

0

7

2

2

0

120.0

Tea Tree Gully

11

1

4

2

3

1

100.0

Prospect

11

1

5

1

3

1

107.5

Sturt

11

0

5

2

4

0

90.0

West Torrens

11

0

6

1

4

0

97.5

Adelaide

11

1

3

2

5

0

85.0

Glenelg

11

0

5

2

4

0

90.0

East Torrens

11

0

5

1

5

0

82.5

Sturt

11

0

5

0

6

0

75.0

West Torrens

11

0

3

2

5

1

60.0

East Torrens

11

0

3

2

6

0

60.0

Prospect

11

1

0

3

7

0

47.5

Tea Tree Gully

11

0

3

2

4

2

60.0

Northern Districts

11

0

2

2

7

0

45.0

Port Adelaide

11

0

1

0

10

0

15.0

Port Adelaide

11

0

0

1

6

4

7.5

Northern Districts

11

0

0

0

11

0

0.0

TEAM

P

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

Under 14 Red

58

Under 14 White

TEAM

P

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

Sturt

11

0

8

2

1

0

135.0

Sturt

11

0

10

0

1

0

150.0

Adelaide

11

1

6

2

2

0

130.0

Glenelg

11

0

8

1

2

0

127.5

East Torrens

11

1

5

3

2

0

122.5

Woodville

11

0

8

1

2

0

127.5

Northern Districts

11

1

6

1

3

0

122.5

East Torrens

11

0

6

1

4

0

97.5

Kensington

11

0

7

1

3

0

112.5

Tea Tree Gully

11

0

5

1

5

0

82.5

West Torrens

11

1

4

1

5

0

92.5

Northern Districts

11

0

5

1

5

0

82.5

Southern District

11

0

5

1

5

0

82.5

Prospect

11

0

5

1

5

0

82.5

Tea Tree Gully

11

0

4

2

5

0

75.0

Southern District

11

0

5

1

5

0

82.5

Glenelg

11

0

4

2

5

0

75.0

West Torrens

11

0

4

1

6

0

67.5

Prospect

11

1

1

1

8

0

47.5

Kensington

11

0

3

1

7

0

52.5

Woodville

11

0

2

1

8

0

37.5

Adelaide

11

0

2

1

8

0

37.5

Port Adelaide

11

0

0

1

5

5

7.5

Port Adelaide

11

0

0

0

11

0

0.0
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JUNIOR TABLES & AWARDS

Ray Sutton Shield Zone 1

Ray Sutton Shield Zone 2

TEAM

P

W

D

L

POINTS

TEAM

P

W

D

L

POINTS

Sturt

5

3

2

0

69.70

Kensington

5

3

2

0

72.38

Woodville

5

3

2

West Torrens

5

2

2

0

69.20

Prospect

5

2

2

1

56.95

1

54.10

East Torrens

5

2

2

1

55.60

Glenelg

5

1

Adelaide

5

0

2

2

38.27

Tea Tree Gully

5

2

2

1

52.13

2

3

21.23

Northern Districts

5

1

1

3

31.93

Southern District

5

0

2

3

20.99

Port Adelaide

5

0

1

4

14.45

Under 12 Shield

Under 17 Shield Team of the Carnival
NO.

NAME

CLUB

75

1

Thomas Kelly

Sturt

75

2

Bailey Capel

West Torrens

TEAM

P

W2

W1

D

L1

L2

POINTS

Kensington

5

0

5

0

0

0

Country Black

5

0

5

0

0

0

Woodville

5

0

5

0

0

0

75

3

Henry Dall

Kensington

Adelaide

5

0

4

0

1

0

60

4

William Forster

Glenelg

Northern Districts

5

0

4

0

1

0

60

5

Bowen Hosking

Glenelg

45

6

Mason Neagle

East Torrens

Country Red

5

0

3

0

2

0

Glenelg

5

0

3

0

2

0

45

7

Oscar Forster

Glenelg

West Torrens

5

0

2

0

3

0

30

8

Cameron Fatchen

Kensington

Prospect

5

0

1

0

4

0

15

9

Fletcher Pannell

Tea Tree Gully

Tea Tree Gully

5

0

1

0

4

0

15

10

Tom Edwards

Glenelg

Sturt

4

0

1

0

3

0

15

11

Jacob Wilson

Glenelg

East Torrens

5

0

0

0

5

0

0

12

Adam Clements

Kensington

Port Adelaide

4

0

0

0

4

0

0

Southern District

5

0

0

0

5

0

0

Junior Premier Cricket Award Winners
GRADE

RECIPIENT

Under 16 Red Premiers

Glenelg

Under 16 Red Batting Aggregate

Joshua Spall (Southern District)

Under 16 Red Bowling Aggregate

Darcy Hunkin (Kensington)

Under 16 White Premiers

Woodville

Under 16 White Batting Aggregate

Bailey Simpson (Prospect)

Under 16 White Bowling Aggregate

Jamieson Murphy (Woodville)

Under 14 Red Premiers

Sturt

Under 14 Red Batting Aggregate

William Morris (Tea Tree Gully)

Under 14 Red Bowling Aggregate

Jesse Arthur (Glenelg)

Under 14 White Premiers

Glenelg

Under 14 White Batting Aggregate

Richard Els (Sturt)

Under 14 White Bowling Aggregate

Satyanand Sukumaran (Sturt)
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SACA BOARD

PRESIDENT/CHAIRMAN
ANDREW SINCLAIR
SACA Board member since 2009
Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd Director
Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd Finance & Audit Committee (Alternate)
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: Governance

SALLY NIEHUUS
SACA Board member since 2010
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: Game Development
Chair: Aboriginal Cricket Advisory SA
Adelaide Strikers
Membership
ADRIAN O’DEA
SACA Board member since 2016
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Finance and Audit
Governance

VICE-PRESIDENT
ROBERT HILL-SMITH
SACA Board member since 2000
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Finance and Audit
High Performance

ROD PHILLIPS
SACA Board member since 2013
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: Adelaide Strikers
Premier Grade Cricket

NATHAN ADCOCK
SACA Board member since 2014
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Adelaide Strikers
High Performance

CAROLINE RHODES
SACA Board member since 2016
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Governance
Membership

ANDREW HILDITCH
SACA Board member since 2004
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: High Performance
Membership

ANDREA SLATTERY
SACA Board member since 2010
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: Honorary Nominations
Chair: Membership
Chair: Naming

DEAN MARSH
SACA Board Member since 2012
Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd Director
Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd Finance & Audit Committee
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: Finance and Audit
Honorary Nominations

Andrew Sinclair

Robert Hill-Smith

Adrian O’Dea
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CHAIRMAN, PREMIER GRADE CRICKET COMMITTEE
ROBERT SNEWIN
SACA Board member since 2014
SACA SUB-COMMITTEES
Chair: Premier Grade Cricket

Nathan Adcock

Rod Phillips

Andrew Hilditch

Caroline Rhodes

Dean Marsh

Andrea Slattery

Sally Niehuus

Robert Snewin

SACA OFFICE BEARERS

PATRON

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS

His Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van Le AO
Governor of South Australia

Angela Bannon
Les Burdett OAM
Ian Chappell
Jack Clarke
Neil Dansie OAM
Sue Grose
Alan Hill
Barry Jarman OAM
Hon Ian McLachlan AO
Creagh O’Connor
Barry ‘Nugget’ Rees
Trevor Robertson
Karen Rolton
Rex Sellers OAM
Daryl Wood

VICE PATRON
The Right Honourable Martin Haese
Lord Mayor of Adelaide

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN
Andrew Sinclair
VICE-PRESIDENT
Robert Hill-Smith
Nathan Adcock
Andrew Hilditch
Dean Marsh
Sally Niehuus
Adrian O’Dea
Rod Phillips
Caroline Rhodes
Andrea Slattery
Robert Snewin

STATE SELECTION PANEL
Tim Nielsen (General Manager – High Performance)
Jamie Siddons (Redbacks Head Coach)
Shaun Williams (Talent Manager)

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
AT 30 JUNE 2017
Keith Bradshaw (Chief Executive)
Shane Bernhardt (General Manager - Cricket Operations)
Craig Brooks (General Manager - Business Services)
Bronwyn Klei (General Manager - Commercial, Events and Strikers)
Tim Nielsen (General Manager - High Performance)
Jodie Newton (General Counsel)
Ben Page (Public Policy and Government Relations Manager)
Andrew Sweet (Chief Financial Officer)
Grant Warland (General Manager – Marketing, Communications
and Membership)

GRADE CRICKET COMMITTEE
Robert Snewin (Glenelg)- Chairman
Paul Charman (Southern District) -– Deputy Chairman
Neil Ricketts (Adelaide)
Adam Kimber (Adelaide University)
Craig Bradbrook (East Torrens)
Anthony Rice (Kensington)
Pat Cosgrove (Northern Districts)
Maurie Vast (Port Adelaide)
Thomas Hastwell (Prospect)
Robert Young (Sturt)
Ian Graham (Tea Tree Gully)
Greg Stanford (West Torrens)
Geoff Turley (Woodville)
Lynton Donisthorpe (SACUSA)
Rod Phillips (SACA Board of Management)
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ALMOST
$2MILLION RAISED
FOR GRASSROOTS
CRICKET CLUBS
The 2016-17 Toyota Good for Cricket Raffle smashed fundraising records for six, with
393 grassroots clubs from from every state and territory around the country raising a massive
total of $628, 690.
This fantastic result means that since launching in 2012, the raffle has racked up almost
$2million. Now that’s Good for Cricket!
100% of all proceeds go back to clubs, so they can invest on growing the game
in their community with...
• Facility upgrades and renovations

• Installation of cricket nets

• Ground maintenance

• New equipment and uniforms

• Trophies and awards

• Junior coaching clinics & much more!

Congratulations to all involved! Don’t forget to keep your eye on the ball for more information
on the upcoming season.
GET INVOLVED
If you would like to get your club involved in Toyota’s Good for Cricket
program next season, visit toyota.com.au/cricket to stay up to date
with upcoming plans and details!

toyota.com.au/cricket

FINANCIAL REPORT

South Australian Cricket
Association Inc
ABN 94 694 912 780
Financial report
For the year ended 30 June 2017
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT'S REPORT
The Board of Management present their report together with the financial report of South Australian
Cricket Association Inc, (the Association) for the year ended 30 June 2017 and auditor's report thereon. This
financial report has been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, Interpretations and
other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board and the Associations
Incorporation Act (SA) 1985.
The Names of Members of the Board of Management
The names of members of the Board of Management in office at any time during or since the end of the
year are:
A. Sinclair

President

R. W. Hill Smith

Vice President

N. Adcock
A.M.J. Hilditch
D. L. Marsh
S. Niehuus
A. O’Dea
R. Phillips
C. Rhodes
A. Slattery
R. Snewin
The Board of Management have been in office since the start of the year to the date of this report unless
otherwise stated.
Results
The surplus of the Association for the year amounted to $3,771,740 (2016: $6,236,313).
Review of operations
The Association continued to engage in its principal activity, the results of which are disclosed in the
attached financial statements.
Significant changes in state of affairs
There were no significant changes in the Association's state of affairs that occurred during the financial
year, other than those referred to elsewhere in this report.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT'S REPORT
Principal activities
The principal activity of the Association during the year was to deliver the sustainable growth and
development of all levels of cricket in South Australia and remain committed to the delivery of the highest
standard of sport, entertainment and events to our members.
After balance date events
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly affected or
may significantly affect the operations of the Association, the results of those operations, or the state of
affairs of the Association in future financial years.

Signed on behalf of the members of the Board of Management.

Board Member:
D. L. Marsh

Board Member:
R. W. Hill Smith

Dated this:

28th day of August 2017
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780

AUDITOR'S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
TO THE MEMBERS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
In relation to the independent audit for the year ended 30 June 2017, to the best of my knowledge and
belief there have been no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct.

JIM GOUSKOS
Principal

PITCHER PARTNERS
Adelaide

28 August 2017
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

Revenue and other income
Operating Revenue
Other income
Less: expenses
Employee benefits expense
Event expenses
Cricket expenses
AOSMA related costs
Administration expenses
Advertising expense
Amortisation of intangible assets
Grounds and Maintenance expenses
Depreciation expense
Loss on disposal of plant and equipment
Finance costs
Other expenses/ Impairment of joint venture Interest

Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

4
4

40,790
2,577
43,367

40,555
1,611
42,166

5

(15,017)
(7,417)
(6,729)
(4,118)
(2,586)
(1,074)
(760)
(333)
(291)
(186)
(122)
(962)
(39,595)

(14,071)
(7,209)
(6,999)
(2,383)
(1,962)
(937)
(760)
(442)
(283)
(11)
(145)
(728)
(35,930)

3,772

6,236

-

-

3,772

6,236

3,772

6,236

12
13

Current year surplus
Other comprehensive income for the year
Total comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income is attributable to:
Members of South Australian Cricket Association

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

7
8
10
9

3,010
2,224
26,751
130

2,347
1,444
27,038
233

32,115

31,062

400
56,566
6,210

625
57,326
2,681

Total non-current assets

63,176

60,632

Total assets

95,291

91,694

5,770
7
897

6,095
6
753

6,674

6,854

176

7
164

176

171

6,850

7,025

88,441

84,669

16,551
8,700
3,300
59,890

15,538
10,000
59,131

88,441

84,669

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets
Other assets
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Trade and other receivables
Interest in Associates
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Provisions

8
11
12
13

14
22
15

Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions

22
15

Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Members’ funds
Board designated future fund reserve
Board designated facility improvement fund reserve
Board designated investment in facilities reserve
Accumulated surplus

16
16
16
17

Total Members’ funds

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN MEMBERS FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Board
designated
future fund
reserve
$'000

Board
designated
facility
improvement
fund reserve
$'000

Board
designated
investment in
facilities
reserve
$'000

Accumulated
surplus
$'000

Total
Members’
funds
$'000

Balance as at 1 July 2015

15,319

3,740

-

59,374

78,433

Surplus for the year
attributable to Members
of the entity

-

-

-

6,236

6,236

Total comprehensive
income for the year

-

-

-

6,236

6,236

Transfer to reserves

-

-

-

(6,479)

(6,479)

Transfer from surplus to
Board designated future
fund reserve

219

-

-

-

219

Transfer from surplus to
Board designated facility
improvement fund
reserve

-

6,260

-

-

6,260

219

6,260

-

(6,479)

-

15,538

10,000

-

59,131

84,669

Total transfers to/from
reserves
Balance as at 30 June
2016

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN MEMBERS FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Board
designated
future fund
reserve
$'000

Board
designated
facility
improvement
fund reserve
$'000

Board
designated
investment in
facilities
reserve
$'000

Accumulated
surplus
$'000

Total
Members’
funds
$'000

Balance as at 1 July 2016

15,538

10,000

-

59,131

84,669

Surplus for the year
attributable to Members
of the entity

-

-

-

3,772

3,772

Total comprehensive
income for the year

-

-

-

3,772

3,772

Transfers to reserves

-

-

-

(3,013)

(3,013)

Transfer from surplus to
Board designated future
fund reserve

1,013

-

-

-

1,013

Transfer from surplus to
Board designated facility
improvement fund
reserve

-

2,000

-

-

2,000

Transfer from Board
designated facility
improvement fund
reserve

-

(3,300)

3,300

-

-

1,013

(1,300)

3,300

(3,013)

-

16,551

8,700

3,300

59,890

88,441

Total transfers to/from
reserves
Balance as at 30 June
2017

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

40,491
(39,541)
547
761
(122)
371

40,265
(32,680)
512
875
(134)
224

2,507

9,062

Cash flows from investing activities
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Payment for property, plant and equipment
Payment for investments
Net movement in term deposits

44
(3,188)
1,300

(1,013)
(219)
(7,160)

Net cash used in investing activities

(1,844)

(8,392)

2,347
663

1,677
670

3,010

2,347

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash received from members, events and grants
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest received
Other income
Bank charges
Investment income
Net cash provided by operating activities

18

Reconciliation of cash
Cash at beginning of the financial year
Net increase in cash held
Cash at end of financial year

7

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards, Interpretations and other applicable authoritative pronouncements of the
Australian Accounting Standards Board and the Associations Incorporation Act (SA) 1985.
South Australian Cricket Association Inc is a not-for-profit entity for the purpose of preparing the financial
statements.
The financial report was approved by the Board of Management as at the date of the Board of
Managements' report.
The following are the significant accounting policies adopted by the Association in the preparation and
presentation of the financial report. The accounting policies have been consistently applied, unless
otherwise stated.
(a) Basis of preparation of the financial report
Historical cost convention
The financial report has been prepared under the historical cost convention, as modified by revaluations to
fair value for certain classes of assets and liabilities as described in the accounting policies.
Significant accounting estimates and judgements
The preparation of the financial report requires the use of certain estimates and judgements in applying the
entity's accounting policies. Those estimates and judgements significant to the financial report are disclosed
in Note 3.
(b) Income tax
No provision for income tax has been raised as the Association is exempt from income tax under Division 50
of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
(c) Inventories
Inventories acquired for general merchandise are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
For inventory acquired at no or nominal consideration, cost is the current replacement cost at the date of
acquisition.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(d) Property, plant and equipment
Each class of plant and equipment is carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated depreciation
and any accumulated impairment losses. Plant and equipment is measured on a cost basis.
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all property, plant and equipment is depreciated over their estimated useful
lives commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. Land and the land component of any class
of property, plant and equipment is not depreciated.
Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter of either the unexpired period of the lease or the
estimated useful lives of the improvements.
Class of fixed asset
Plant and equipment at cost
Leasehold Improvements - Structural
Improvements
Leasehold Improvements - Other

Depreciation rates
10-40%
2%

Depreciation basis
Straight line
Straight line

10-20%

Straight line

(e) Leases
Leases are classified at their inception as either operating or finance leases based on the economic
substance of the agreement so as to reflect the risks and benefits incidental to ownership.
Finance leases
Leases of fixed assets, where substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to the ownership of the asset,
but not the legal ownership, are transferred to the Association are classified as finance leases. Finance
leases are capitalised, recording an asset and a liability equal to the fair value or, if lower, the present value
of the minimum lease payments, including any guaranteed residual values. The interest expense is
calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease and is included in finance costs in the statement of
profit or loss. Leased assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives
where it is likely that the Association will obtain ownership of the asset, or over the term of the lease. Lease
payments are allocated between the reduction of the lease liability and the lease interest expense for the
period.
Operating leases
Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor,
are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.
Lease incentives received under operating leases are recognised as a liability and amortised on a
straight-line basis over the life of the lease term.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(f) Financial instruments
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the Association becomes a party to the
contractual provisions to the instrument. For financial assets, this is equivalent to the date that the
Association commits itself to either purchase or sell the asset (i.e. trade date accounting is adopted).
Financial instruments are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs except where the instrument
is classified at fair value through profit or loss in which case transaction costs are expensed to the profit or
loss immediately.
Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised where the contractual right to receipt of cash flows expires or the asset is
transferred to another party whereby the entity no longer has any significant continuing involvement in the
risks and benefits associated with the asset.
Financial liabilities are derecognised where the related obligations are either discharged or expire. The
difference between the carrying value of the financial liability extinguished or transferred to another party
and the fair value of consideration paid, including the transfer of non-cash assets or liabilities assumed, is
recognised in profit or loss.
Classification
The Association classifies its financial assets in the following categories: financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss, loans and receivables, held-to-maturity investments, and available-for-sale financial assets.
The classification depends on the nature of the item and the purpose for which the instruments were
acquired. Management determines the classification of its financial instruments at initial recognition.
Fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets are classified at fair value through profit or loss when they are held for trading for the
purpose of short-term profit taking, are derivatives not held for hedging purposes, or when they are
designated as such to avoid an accounting mismatch or to enable fair value performance evaluation by key
management personnel. Investments in listed securities are carried at fair value through profit or loss.
They are measured at their fair value at each reporting date and any increment or decrement in fair value
from the prior period is recognised in profit or loss of the current period. Fair values of listed investments
are based on closing bid prices at the reporting date.
Held-to-maturity investments
Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets that have fixed maturities and fixed or
determinable payments, and the Association intends to hold the investments to maturity. They are
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(f) Financial instruments (continued)
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not
quoted in an active market. Loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method.
Available-for-sale
Available-for-sale financial assets include any financial assets not included in the above categories or are
designated as such on initial recognition. Available-for-sale financial assets are subsequently measured at
fair value. Unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in fair value are taken directly to equity. The
cumulative gain or loss is held in equity until the financial asset is de-recognised, at which time the
cumulative gain or loss held in equity is reclassified from equity to profit or loss.
Non-listed investments for which the fair value cannot be reliably measured, are carried at cost and tested
for impairment.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities include trade payables, other creditors and loans from third parties including
inter-company balances and loans from or other amounts due to Board of Management - related entities.
Non-derivative financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost, comprising original debt
less principal payments and amortisation.
Financial liabilities are classified as current liabilities unless the group has an unconditional right to defer
settlement of the liability for at least twelve months after the reporting period.
Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets are tested for impairment at each financial year end to establish whether there is any
objective evidence for impairment as a result of one or more events ('loss events') having occurred and
which have an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial assets.
(g) Impairment of non-financial assets
Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are not subject to amortisation and are therefore tested
annually for impairment, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that they might
be impaired.
For impairment assessment purposes, assets are generally grouped at the lowest levels for which there are
largely independent cash flows ('cash generating units'). Accordingly, most assets are tested for impairment
at the cash-generating unit level.
Assets other than goodwill, intangible assets not yet ready for use and intangible assets with indefinite
useful lives are assessed for impairment whenever events or circumstances arise that indicate the asset may
be impaired.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(g) Impairment of non-financial assets (continued)
An impairment loss is recognised when the carrying amount of an asset or cash generating unit exceeds the
asset's or cash generating unit's recoverable amount. The recoverable amount of an asset or cash
generating unit is defined as the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
For equity accounted investments, the entity estimates it share of the present value of the estimated future
cash flows expected to be generated by the associate/ joint venture or the present value of estimated
dividends to be received from the investment and ultimate disposal. The legal status of the associate/joint
venture is considered to determine the investee’s ability to distribute operating profits and any surplus
assets of the investee.
Impairment losses in respect of individual assets are recognised immediately in profit or loss unless the
asset is carried at a revalued amount such as property, plant and equipment, in which case the impairment
loss is treated as a revaluation decrease in accordance with the applicable Standard. Impairment losses in
respect of cash generating units are allocated first against the carrying amount of any goodwill attributed to
the cash generating unit with any remaining impairment loss allocated on a pro rata basis to the other
assets comprising the relevant cash generating unit.
The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis of the expected net cash flows which will be received from
the assets employment and subsequent disposal. The expected net cash flows have been discounted to
present values in determining recoverable amounts.
For an asset measured at cost, an impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss where the carrying amount
of the asset exceeds its recoverable amount.
Reversal of impairment loss for an asset measured at cost other than goodwill is recognised immediately in
profit or loss.
(h) Interests in joint arrangements
Joint arrangements represent the contractual sharing of control between parties in a business venture
where unanimous decisions about the relevant activities are required. Joint arrangements are classified as
either joint operations or joint ventures based on the rights and obligations of the parties to the
arrangement.
Joint ventures
The Association's interest in joint ventures are brought to account using the equity method after initially
being recognised at cost. Under the equity method, the profits or losses of the joint venture are recognised
in the Association's profit or loss and the Association's share of the joint venture's other comprehensive
income is recognised in the Association's other comprehensive income. Details of the Association's interests
in joint ventures are disclosed in Note 11.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(i) Employee benefits
(i) Short-term employee benefit obligations
Liabilities arising in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave, accumulated sick leave and any other
employee benefits (other than termination benefits) expected to be settled wholly before twelve months
after the end of the annual reporting period are measured at the (undiscounted) amounts based on
remuneration rates which are expected to be paid when the liability is settled. The expected cost of
short-term employee benefits in the form of compensated absences such as annual leave and accumulated
sick leave is recognised in the provision for employee benefits. All other short-term employee benefit
obligations are presented as payables in the statement of financial position.
(ii) Long-term employee benefit obligations
The provision for other long-term employee benefits, including obligations for long service leave and annual
leave, which are not expected to be settled wholly before twelve months after the end of the reporting
period, are measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflow to be made in respect of the
services provided by employees up to the reporting date. Expected future payments incorporate anticipated
future wage and salary levels, durations of service and employee turnover, and are discounted at rates
determined by reference to market yields at the end of the reporting period on high quality corporate
bonds that have terms approximating to the terms of the related obligation. Any re measurements for
changes in assumptions of obligations for other long-term employee benefits are recognised in profit or loss
in the periods in which the change occurs.
Other long-term employee benefit obligations are presented as current liabilities in the statement of
financial position if the entity does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement for at least twelve
months after the reporting date, regardless of when the actual settlement is expected to occur. All other
long-term employee benefit obligations are presented as non-current liabilities in the statement of financial
position.
(j) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and at banks, short-term deposits with an original maturity
of three months or less held at call with financial institutions, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are
shown within borrowings in current liabilities on the statement of financial position.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(k) Revenue
Revenue from sale of goods is recognised when the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods
have passed to the buyer and the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be
measured reliably. Risks and rewards of ownership are considered passed to the buyer at the time of
delivery of the goods to the customer.
Revenue from the rendering of services is recognised upon the delivery of the service to the customers.
Membership fees are recognised as revenue when no significant uncertainty as to its collectability exists, if
the fee relates only to membership and all other services or products are paid for separately, or if there is a
separate annual subscription. Membership fees are recognised on a basis that reflects the timing, nature
and value of the benefit provided if the fee entitles the member to services or publications to be provided
during the membership period, or to purchase goods or services at prices lower than those charged to
non-members.
Revenue from organising and hosting events is recognised in the period in which the events are held.
Dividend revenue is recognised when the right to receive a dividend has been established. Dividends
received from associates and joint venture entities are accounted for in accordance with the equity method
of accounting.
Interest revenue is measured when it becomes receivable on a proportional basis taking in to account the
interest rates applicable to the financial assets.
All revenue is measured net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(l) Contributions - Government Grants and Donations
A non-reciprocal contribution or grant is recognised when the Association obtains control of the
contribution or grant and it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the Association, and the
amount of the contribution or grant can be measured reliably.
If conditions attached to the contribution or grant that must be satisfied before the Association is eligible to
receive the contribution, recognition of contribution or income is deferred until those conditions are met.
A non-reciprocal donation is recognised when the right to receive a donation has been established.
When the Association receives grants, but is obliged to give directly approximately equal value to the
contributor, recognition of grant income will be deferred until the delivery of service.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(m) Goods and services tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and purchased assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the
amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Tax Office. In these circumstances, the GST is
recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense. Receivables
and payables in the statement of financial position are shown inclusive of GST.
Cash flows are presented in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the GST component of
investing and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
(n) Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs consist of interest and other costs that an entity incurs in connection with the borrowing of
funds. Borrowing costs are expensed as incurred.
(o) Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Association has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past
events, for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result and that outflow can be
reliably measured.
(p) Going concern
The financial report has been prepared on a going concern basis.
(q) Comparatives
Where necessary, comparative information has been reclassified and repositioned for consistency with
current year disclosures.
(r) Intangibles
Intangible assets are initially recognised at fair value. After initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at
cost less accumulated amortisation and any impairment losses.
Intangible acquired by way of a government grant are initially recognised at fair value in accordance with
AASB 1004. Such intangibles are amortised over their estimated useful lives and are carried at cost less
accumulated amortisation and any impairment losses.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 2: ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ISSUED BUT NOT YET EFFECTIVE
The AASB has issued a number of new and amended Accounting Standards and Interpretations that have
mandatory application dates for future reporting periods, some of which are relevant to the Association.
The Association has decided not to early adopt any of these new and amended pronouncements. The
Association's assessment of the new and amended pronouncements that are relevant to the Association but
applicable in future reporting periods is set out below.
AASB 9: Financial Instruments (December 2014), AASB 2014-7: Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB 9 (December 2014), AASB 2014-8: Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB 9 (December 2014) - Application of AASB 9 (December 2009) and AASB 9
(December 2010) (applicable for annual reporting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2018).
These Standards will replace AASB 139: Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. The key
changes that may affect the Association on initial application of AASB 9 and associated amending Standards
include:
•

simplifying the general classifications of financial assets into those carried at amortised cost and
those carried at fair value;

•

permitting entities to irrevocably elect on initial recognition to present gains and losses on an equity
instrument that is not held for trading in other comprehensive income (OCI);

•

simplifying the requirements for embedded derivatives, including removing the requirements to
separate and fair value embedded derivatives for financial assets carried at amortised cost;

•

requiring an entity that chooses to measure a financial liability at fair value to present the portion of
the change in its fair value due to changes in the entity's own credit risk in OCI, except when it
would create an 'accounting mismatch';

•

requiring impairment of financial assets carried at amortised cost to be based on an expected loss
approach.

Although the Board of Management anticipate that the adoption of AASB 9 may have an impact on the
Association's financial instruments, it is impracticable at this stage to provide a reasonable estimate of such
impact.
AASB 15: Revenue from Contracts with Customers, AASB 2014-5: Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB 15, AASB 2015-8: Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards - Effective Date of AASB 15 and AASB 2016-3: Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards - Clarifications to AASB 15 (applicable for annual reporting periods commencing on or after 1
January 2018).
AASB 15 will provide (except in relation to some specific exceptions, such as lease contracts and insurance
contracts) a single source of accounting requirements for all contracts with customers, thereby replacing all
current accounting pronouncements on revenue.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 2: ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ISSUED BUT NOT YET EFFECTIVE (CONTINUED)
These Standards provide a revised principle for recognising and measuring revenue. Under AASB 15,
revenue is recognised in a manner that depicts the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in
an amount that reflects the consideration to which the provider of the goods or services expects to be
entitled. To give effect to this principle, AASB 15 requires the adoption of the following 5-step model:
•

identify the contract(s) with a customer;

•

identify the performance obligations under the contract(s);

•

determine the transaction price;

•

allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations under the contract(s); and

•

recognise revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies the performance obligations.

AASB 15 also provides additional guidance to assist entities in applying the revised principle to licences of
intellectual property, warranties, rights of return, principal/agent considerations and options for additional
goods and services.
The Board of Management anticipate that the adoption of AASB 15 may have an impact on the Association's
reported revenue, however it is impracticable at this stage to provide a reasonable estimate of such impact.
AASB 16: Leases (applicable for annual reporting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019).
AASB 16 will replace AASB 117: Leases and introduces a single lessee accounting model that will require a
lessee to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for all leases with a term of more than 12 months,
unless the underlying asset is of low value. Right-of-use assets are initially measured at their cost and lease
liabilities are initially measured on a present value basis. Subsequent to initial recognition:
•

right-of-use assets are accounted for on a similar basis to non-financial assets, whereby the
right-of-use asset is accounted for in accordance with a cost model unless the underlying asset is
accounted for on a revaluation basis, in which case if the underlying asset is:

•

investment property, the lessee applies the fair value model in AASB 140: Investment Property to
the right-of-use asset; or

•

property, plant or equipment, the lessee can elect to apply the revaluation model in AASB 116:
Property, Plant and Equipment to all of the right-of-use assets that relate to that class of property,
plant and equipment; and

•

lease liabilities are accounted for on a similar basis as other financial liabilities, whereby interest
expense is recognised in respect of the liability and the carrying amount of the liability is reduced to
reflect lease payments made.

AASB 16 substantially carries forward the lessor accounting requirements in AASB 117. Accordingly, under
AASB 16 a lessor would continue to classify its leases as operating leases or finance leases subject to
whether the lease transfers to the lessee substantially all of the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of
the underlying asset, and would account for each type of lease in a manner consistent with the current
approach under AASB 117.
Although the Board of Management anticipate that the adoption of AASB 16 may have an impact on the
Association, it is impracticable at this stage to provide a reasonable estimate of such impact.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
NOTE 2: ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ISSUED BUT NOT YET EFFECTIVE (CONTINUED)
AASB 2016-2: Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Disclosure Initiative: Amendments to
AASB 107 (applicable for annual reporting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2017).
This Amending Standard amends AASB 107: Statement of Cash Flows to require entities to provide
disclosures that enable users of financial statements to evaluate changes in liabilities arising from financing
activities, including both changes arising from cash flows and non-cash changes. To the extent necessary to
satisfy this objective, entities will be required to disclose the following changes in liabilities arising from
financing activities:
•
changes from financing cash flows;
•
changes arising from obtaining or losing control of subsidiaries or other businesses;
•
the effect of changes in foreign exchange rates;
•
changes in fair values; and
•
other changes.
This Standard is not expected to significantly impact the Association’s financial statements.
NOTE 3: SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS
(a) Impairment of non-financial assets other than goodwill
All assets are assessed for impairment at each reporting date by evaluating whether indicators of
impairment exist in relation to the continued use of the asset by the entity. Impairment triggers include
declining product or manufacturing performance, technology changes, adverse changes in the economic or
political environment and future product expectations. If an indicator of impairment exists the recoverable
amount of the asset is determined. No indicators of impairment were noted.
(b) Fair value measurements
Certain financial assets and liabilities are measured at fair value. Fair values have been determined in
accordance with fair value measurement hierarchy. Refer to Note 24.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

22,013
10,620
3,825
4,332
40,790

22,264
10,311
4,245
3,735
40,555

547
256
642
371
761
2,577

512
(192)
416
875
1,611

43,367

42,166

-

(27)

15,017

14,071

61

60

1,635

1,738

NOTE 4: REVENUE AND OTHER INCOME
Operating Revenue
- Cricket revenue
- Members subscriptions
- Catering-related revenue
- Ground revenue
Other income
- Interest
- Share of profits of associates, net of impairment
- Net gains on investments held at fair value through profit or loss
- Net investment income
- Other

NOTE 5: OPERATING PROFIT
a) Current year surplus has been determined after:
Bad debts expense
- trade debtors
Employee benefits expense:
- Short term benefits

Remuneration of auditors for:
- Audit of the financial report

NOTE 6: KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
Compensation received by key management personnel of the Association
- short-term employee benefits
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

NOTE 7: CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash at bank

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

3,010

2,347

660
256
1,308
2,224

542
902
1,444

400

625

NOTE 8: TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
CURRENT
Trade receivables
Trust distribution receivable
Other debtors
NON-CURRENT
Loan to the Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd
Impairment of trade receivables
Trade receivables are non-interest bearing with generally 30 days terms. An impairment loss is recognised
when there is objective evidence that an individual trade receivable is impaired. The impairment losses have
been included within other expenses within profit or loss. All trade receivables that are not impaired are
expected to be received within trading terms.
Movements in the accumulated impairment losses were:
Opening balance at 1 July
Charge for the year
Amounts written off
Closing balance at 30 June

-

27
(27)
-

Aged analysis
Trade receivables ageing analysis at 30 June is:

Not past due
Past due 31-60 days
Past due 61-90 days
Past due more than 90 days

Gross
2017
$'000
568
25
30
37
660

Impairment
2017
$'000
-

Gross
2016
$'000
351
9
4
178
542

Impairment
2016
$'000
-
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

91
39
130

62
171
233

11,241

10,228

15,510
26,751

16,810
27,038

NOTE 11: INTEREST IN ASSOCIATES
Net interest in the Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd

-

-

Net interest in the Commercial Operations Trust
Total investments

-

-

NOTE 9: OTHER ASSETS
Prepayments
Inventory - merchandise

NOTE 10: OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Shares in listed corporations and trusts
All financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are held for trading.
Held to maturity financial assets
Other investments

The interest in Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd is carried at $1. The interest in Commercial Operations Trust (Roof
Climb at Adelaide Oval) is carried at $10.
Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd (AOSMA)
The Association and South Australian National Football League (SANFL) have agreed to associate with each
other as the promoters of AOSMA.
AOSMA is a not for profit company limited by guarantee. AOSMA's constitution states: no part of its income
or property may be paid, transferred or distributed, directly or indirectly, by way of dividend, bonus, fee or
otherwise, to any of the Members. Further, as per the promoters’ agreement, neither the Association nor
SANFL have any right or entitlement to any legal or beneficial interest in the income or property of AOSMA.
Commercial Operations Trust (Roof Climb at Adelaide Oval)
The Association is a beneficiary of a share of distributions from the Commercial Operations Trust based on
its Net Profit or Loss in accordance with the provisions of the agreement between the Association and
SANFL.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

NOTE 11: INTEREST IN ASSOCIATES (CONTINUED)
(a) Summarised financial information for the Association's
interest in AOSMA and Commercial Operations Trust
Total current assets
Total non-current assets
Total current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Net assets

11,709
17,143
(19,306)
(5,123)
4,423

8,584
16,110
(15,933)
(7,468)
1,293

Trading Revenue
Trading Expenses
Trading Deficit
State Government grants and contributions
Less: Government asset write down
Service Fees from JV partners
Total comprehensive income

72,619
(75,904)
(3,285)
649
(2,962)
8,729
3,131

66,546
(70,655)
(4,109)
4,393
(7,051)
4,531
(2,236)

Opening net assets
Add: Total comprehensive income
Closing net assets

1,293
3,131
4,424

3,529
(2,236)
1,293

Association's % share of net assets

50.0%

50.0%

Association's share of net assets

2,212

647

(2,212)

(647)

(Impairment)/ reversal of impairment
Net Assets

-

-

The above Joint Venture financial information is unaudited. The Joint Venture related party transactions
are disclosed at Note 21.
The Association provides financial support to AOSMA and COT in the event of ‘financial difficulties’. Refer
to Note 20.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

NOTE 12: INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Licences at cost
Accumulated amortisation
Total intangible assets

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

59,100
(2,534)
56,566

59,100
(1,774)
57,326

(a) Reconciliations
Intangible assets acquired by government grants
The Association was granted a licence agreement on the 17 November 2011 for 80 years by the Government
of South Australia for priority use of Adelaide Oval for cricket purposes during the period 8 October – 14
March annually.
The intangible assets were valued by an independent valuation dated 8 August 2012. The net fair value of
intangible assets at that date has been valued principally using the discount cash flow methodology
considering the earnings associated with the core use of the Adelaide Oval (redeveloped) and the various
other spaces of real estate allocated to the Association.
Given that the license granted is in relation to new and improved patron facilities and accommodation, the
key assumptions used in the valuation when the asset was initially recognised are as follows:
• Retention of international and domestic cricket matches;
• Growth to attendances at some international cricket matches;
• Revenue derived from the introduction of a new venue membership product enabling
patron access to cricket and football fixtures;
• Enhanced quantity and quality of corporate facilities;
• Improved indoor cricket training facilities;
• Office accommodation and function spaces at no cost;
• The cash flow forecast used in the valuation relates to the period 2014 - 2034; and
• The value has been based on the incremental value of cash flows.

Reconciliation of the carrying amounts of intangible assets at the beginning
and end of the current financial year:
Licences at cost
Opening balance
Amortisation expense
Closing balance

57,326
(760)
56,566
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

1,690
(343)
1,347

1,396
(272)
1,124

Capital works in progress
Total leasehold improvements

4,203
5,550

650
1,774

Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment at cost
Accumulated depreciation
Total Plant and equipment

1,276
(616)
660

1,555
(648)
907

Total property, plant and equipment

6,210

2,681

Leasehold improvements
Opening carrying amount
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation expense
Closing carrying amount

1,774
3,954
(73)
(105)
5,550

1,177
695
(5)
(93)
1,774

Plant and equipment
Opening carrying amount
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation expense
Closing carrying amount

907
96
(157)
(186)
660

783
324
(10)
(190)
907

NOTE 13: PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Leasehold improvements
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

(a) Reconciliations
Reconciliation of the carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment at
the beginning and end of the current financial year:
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note
NOTE 14: TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Unsecured liabilities
Trade creditors
Other creditors and accruals

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

266
5,504
5,770

617
5,478
6,095

NOTE 15: PROVISIONS
CURRENT
Annual leave
Long service leave

(a)
(a)

570
327
897

414
339
753

NON-CURRENT
Long service leave

(a)

176

164

Provision for long-term employee benefits - A provision has been recognised for employee benefits relating
to long service leave for employees. In calculating the present value of future cash flows in respect of long
service leave, the probability of long service leave being taken is based upon historical data. The
measurement and recognition criteria for employee benefits have been included in Note 1(i).

(a) Aggregate employee benefits liability
(b) Number of employees at year end

1,073

917

81

86

16,551

15,538

NOTE 16: BOARD DESIGNATED RESERVES
(a) Board designated future fund reserve

The Board of Management approved the initial transfer of surplus to set up the future fund reserve.
The purpose of the future fund reserve is to help ensure the long-term financial stability of the organisation
and position it to respond to varying economic conditions and changes affecting the organisation's financial
position and the ability of the organisation to continuously carry out its mission. The use and management
of the fund is governed by a policy statement approved by the Board of Management.
Movements in the future fund reserve
Opening balance
Transfer from accumulated surplus
Closing balance

15,538
1,013
16,551
- 26 -
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

8,700

10,000

NOTE 16: BOARD DESIGNATED RESERVES (CONTINUED)
(b) Board designated facility improvement fund reserve

The Board of Management approved the initial transfer of surplus to set up the facility improvement
reserve.
The purpose of the facility improvement fund reserve is to help ensure the long-term financial sustainability
of the Association’s strategic investment into promoting and developing cricket in South Australia.
The use and management of the fund is governed by the policy statements approved by the Board of
Management.
Movements in the facility improvement fund reserve
Opening balance
Transfer from accumulated surplus
Transfer to board designated investment into facilities reserve
Closing balance

(c) Board designated investment into facilities reserve

10,000
2,000
(3,300)
8,700

3,740
6,260
10,000

3,300

-

The Board of Management approved the transfer from the facility improvement fund reserve to the
investment into facilities reserve.
The purpose of the investment into facilities reserve is to provide members with visibility over the
reinvestment of members funds from reserves into facility improvements.
Movements in reserve
Opening balance
Transfer from board designated facility improvement fund reserve
Closing balance

3,300
3,300

-

The sum of these reserves is supported by the Financial Assets summarised in Note 10.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

59,131
3,772
(3,013)
59,890

59,374
6,236
(6,479)
59,131

Reconciliation of cash flow from operations with current year surplus
Current year surplus

3,772

6,236

Adjustments and non-operating cash items
Depreciation expense
Amortisation expense
Net (gain) / loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Share of profits of associates
Fair value adjustment to financial instruments
Payables related to capital work in progress

291
760
186
(256)
(642)
(766)

283
760
(11)
-

(780)
103
(326)
156
9
2,507

(318)
(8)
2,157
(51)
25
9,062

NOTE 17: ACCUMULATED SURPLUS
Accumulated surplus at beginning of year
Surplus of current year
Transfers from/(to) reserves
Accumulated surplus at end of the year

NOTE 18: CASH FLOW INFORMATION

Changes in assets and liabilities
(Increase) / decrease in receivables
(Increase) / decrease in other assets
Increase / (decrease) in payables
Increase / (decrease) in provisions
Increase / (decrease) in GST
Cash flows from operating activities
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

111
139
223
473

76
39
8
123

NOTE 19: CAPITAL AND OTHER COMMITMENTS
(a) Operating lease commitments
Non-cancellable operating leases contracted for but not capitalised in the
financial statements:
Payable
- not later than one year
- later than one year and not later than five years
- later than five years

The South Australian Cricket Association Inc. had the following significant operating leases during the year
ended 30 June 2017. They are:
• The lease of an office/warehouse situated at Unit 3, 22 Ware Street, Thebarton SA 5031. The lease term
expires on 6 May 2020 and specifies that the minimum lease payments of $53,707 be increased in line with
the All Groups Adelaide Consumer Price Index;
• The lease of the Women’s Memorial Playing Field comprising the whole of the land comprised
and described in Certificate of title Volume 5247 Folio 595. The lease term is 21 years, expiring on 30 June
2029, having a repayment of $1.00 p.a. payable on demand; and
• The Lease of Park 25 comprising the whole of the land referred to as "Park 25" in the Adelaide Parklands,
Port Road, Adelaide. The lease term expires on 31 December 2037 and specifies that the minimum annual
lease payments of $12,000 be increased in line with the All Groups Adelaide Consumer Price Index. In
addition, a sporting licence of $4,308 is payable annually. There is a further right to renew the term of the
lease, at the Association’s option, for an additional 21 years commencing 1 January 2038 and expiring 31
December 2058.

(b) Capital commitments
The Association has entered into a commitment to redevelop Park 25 Narnungga and carries work in
progress of $4,051,000 at 30 June 2017 with a remaining balance of $5,805,000 committed from the facility
improvement reserve. The construction is expected to be completed within 12 months.
The Association has committed to part fund the refurbishment of a function room in the Western
Grandstand. The committed amount is approximately $1,900,000. The refurbishment is expected to be
completed within 12 months.
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Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

8
8

7
8
15

7
1
8

6
7
2
15

NOTE 19: CAPITAL AND OTHER COMMITMENTS (CONTINUED)
(c) Finance leasing commitments
Payable
- not later than one year
- later than one year and not later than five years
Minimum lease payments
Consisting of
- Capital (Current)
- Capital (Non-current)
- Interest

NOTE 20: CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
(i) The Promoters Agreement between the Association, AOSMA and SANFL provides a vehicle for financial
support from the Association and SANFL to AOSMA in the event of 'financial difficulties'.
(ii) The Association provided a guarantee for a bank loan to the trustee for COT in the event of ‘financial
difficulties’. This guarantee is given contemporaneously with the giving of a guarantee by the SANFL.
(iii) It is possible that recent variations and ongoing negotiations relating to commercially confidential
supplier agreements may result in the outflow of economic benefits to third parties between the 2017
and 2024 financial years in a form that has been agreed. The outflow is not considered material on an
annual basis, and no outflow occurred in the 2017 financial year.
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Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

256

-

256

-

10,146
(9,281)

11,572
(7,017)

413
(362)

644
(533)

66

135

148
-

122
(11)

NOTE 21: RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
(a) Transactions with Associate - COT
Total Revenue
The following balances owing between COT and the Association
are included in the Association's Statement of Financial Position:
Amounts due from COT
(b) Transactions with Associate – AOSMA
Total Revenue
Total Expenses
The following balances owing between AOSMA and the Association
are included in the Association's Statement of Financial Position:
Amounts due from AOSMA
Amounts due to AOSMA

(c) R. Snewin - Glenelg Cricket Club
Amounts paid to Glenelg Cricket Club for premier cricket annual
distributions and hosting 1st class cricket at Glenelg Oval.
R. Snewin is the President of Glenelg Cricket Club.
Value of transactions
(d) R.W. Hill Smith - Samuel Smith & Son Pty Ltd
Goods were provided to Adelaide Oval SMA Limited by Samuel
Smith & Son Pty Ltd, a related entity of R.W. Hill Smith, on
commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions (Sales)
Value of transactions (Payments)
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Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

1

9

5

5

-

30

-

23

NOTE 21: RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)
(e) Andrew Sinclair - Cowell Clarke
Legal services were rendered to Adelaide Oval SMA Limited
by Cowell Clarke, a related entity of Andrew Sinclair, on
commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions
(f) R. Phillips - Honorarium
An Honorarium was received from the Association in connection
with services rendered as Premier cricket talent spotter on
commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions
(g) D.L. Marsh - Grant Thornton
Internal audit services were provided by Grant Thornton,
a related entity of D.L. Marsh, on commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions
(h) S.D.H. Parkinson - Sam Parkinson Marketing
Goods were provided by Sam Parkinson Marketing, a related
entity of S.D.H. Parkinson, on commercial terms and conditions.
S. D. H. Parkinson retired as a Director on 28 September 2015.
Value of transactions

(i) Ticket sales
During the year, Related Parties including Directors, Key Management Personnel, and Employees made
purchases of SACA Memberships, game day tickets and function tickets on an arms length basis.
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Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

3,010
2,624
26,751
32,385

2,347
2,069
27,038
31,454

5,770
7
5,777

6,095
13
6,108

NOTE 22: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The Association is exposed to a variety of financial risks comprising:
(a) Market price risk
(b) Interest rate risk
(c) Credit risk
(d) Liquidity risk
(e) Fair values
The members of the Board of Management have overall
responsibility for identifying and managing operational and
financial risks. The Association holds the following financial instruments:
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets
Financial liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings

(a) Market price risk
Market price risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in market prices (other than those arising from interest rate risk or currency risk).
The Association does not have a material exposure to market price risk.
Sensitivity
Investments in listed securities at fair value through profit or loss are measured at fair value at reporting
date based on current bid prices. If security prices were to increase/decrease by 10% from fair values as at
the reporting date, assuming all other variables that might impact on fair value remain constant, then the
impact on profit for the year and equity is as follows:
Listed securities

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

+/- 10% price variation
Impact on surplus

1,124
1,124

1,023
1,023
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NOTE 22: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate as
a result of changes in market interest rates.
The Association's exposure to interest rate risk in relation to future cashflows and the effective weighted
average interest rates on classes of financial assets and financial liabilities is limited to its cash and cash
equivalents (Note 7) and Held to Maturity financial assets (Note 10), which attracted interest at a weighted
average rate of 2.20%. (2016: 2.50%).
The Association does not have a material exposure to currency risk.
(c) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by
failing to discharge an obligation. Credit risk is managed and reviewed regularly by management. It arises
from exposures to customers and through deposits with financial institutions.
The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at balance date
of recognised financial assets is the carrying amount of those assets, net of any provisions for impairment of
those assets, as disclosed in statement of financial position and notes to financial statements.
The Association does not have any material credit risk exposure to any single debtor or group of debtors
under financial instruments entered into by the Association.
(d) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that an entity will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with
financial liabilities.
The Association manages liquidity risk by monitoring forecast cash flows and ensuring that cash outflows
are closely matched to forecast inflows.
(e) Fair values
The net fair values of listed investments have been valued at the quoted market bid price at balance date
adjusted for transaction costs expected to be incurred. For other assets and liabilities the net fair value
approximates their carrying value. No financial assets are readily traded on organised markets in
standardised form other than listed investments. Financial assets where the carrying amount exceeds net
fair values, have not been written down as the Association intends to hold these assets to maturity.
The fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities approximates their carrying amounts as disclosed in
statement of financial position and notes to financial statements.
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NOTE 23: CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
The Board of Management controls the capital of the Association in order to maintain a good debt-to-equity
ratio and to ensure that the Association can fund its operations and continue as a going concern.
The Association's debt and capital includes financial liabilities, supported by financial assets.
The Board of Management effectively manage the Association's capital by assessing the Association's
financial risks and adjusting its capital structure in response to changes in these risks. These responses
include the effective management of debt levels and the restructure of their debt liability, if any.
There have been no changes in the strategy adopted by the Board of Management to control the capital of
the Association since the prior year. This strategy is to ensure that there is sufficient cash to meet trade and
sundry payables and borrowings, as and when they fall due.
Note

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Less cash and cash equivalents
Net debt

5,770
7
(3,010)
2,767

6,096
13
(2,347)
3,762

Total Members Funds
Total Debt plus Members Funds

88,441
91,208

84,669
88,431

3.03%

4.25%

The gearing ratios for the years ended 30 June 2017 and
30 June 2016 are calculated below:

Gearing Ratio (Net Debt/Net Debt + Total Members Funds)

NOTE 24: FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
(a) Fair Value Hierarchy
Assets and liabilities measured and recognised at fair value have been determined by the following fair
value measurement hierarchy:
Level 1:

Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities

Level 2:

Input other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or

Level 3:

Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data
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NOTE 24: FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT (CONTINUED)
(a) Fair Value Hierarchy (continued)
The following table provides the fair value classification of those assets and liabilities held by the group that
are measured either on a recurring or non-recurring basis at fair value.
Level 1
$'000

2017

Level 2
$'000

Level 3
$'000

Total
$'000

Recurring fair value measurements
Financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through profit
or loss
Shares in listed corporations

11,241

-

-

11,241

10,228

-

-

10,228

2016
Recurring fair value measurements
Financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through profit
or loss
Shares in listed corporations

NOTE 25: EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO REPORTING DATE
There have been no matters or circumstances which have arisen since 30 June 2017 that have significantly
affected or may significantly affect:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the operations, in financial years subsequent to 30 June 2017, of the Association, or
the results of those operations, or
the state of affairs, in financial years subsequent to 30 June 2017, of the Association.

NOTE 26: ASSOCIATION DETAILS
The registered office of the Association is:
South Australian Cricket Association Inc
Adelaide Oval
War Memorial Drive
North Adelaide SA 5006
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
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STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
In the opinion of the committee the financial report as set out on pages 4 - 36:
1.

Presents fairly the financial position of South Australian Cricket Association Inc as at 30 June 2017 and
performance for the year ended on that date in accordance with the Accounting Standards in Australia
and other mandatory professional reporting requirements in Australia and other authoritative
pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards and the Associations Incorporation Act (SA)
1985.

2.

At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that South Australian Cricket
Association Inc will be able to pay its debts as and when they become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Management and is signed for and
on behalf of the committee by:

Board Member:
D. L. Marsh

Board Member:
R. W. Hill Smith

Dated this:

28th day of August 2017
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Opinion

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC

We have audited the financial report of the South Australian Cricket Association Incorporated “the
Association”, which comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2017, the statement of
comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then
ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies, and
the declaration by those charged with governance.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Association as at 30 June 2017, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the financial reporting requirements of
the Associations Incorporations Act (SA) 1985.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section
of our report. We are independent of the Association in accordance with the ethical requirements of the
Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
“the Code” that are relevant to our audit of the financial report in Australia. We have also fulfilled our other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Other Information
Those charged with governance are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises
the information included in the Association’s annual report for the year ended 30 June 2017, but does not
include the financial report and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial report does not cover the other information and accordingly we do not express
any form of assurance conclusion thereon. In connection with our audit of the financial
report, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the financial report or our knowledge obtained in the audit or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Report
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance
with Australian Accounting Standards and the financial reporting requirements of the Associations
Incorporations Act (SA) 1985, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of the financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.
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In preparing the financial report, management is responsible for assessing the Association’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
In preparing the financial report, management is responsible for assessing the Association’s ability to
concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Association or to cease
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Association or to cease
Those charged
withnogovernance
are responsible
for so.
overseeing the Association’s financial reporting process.
operations,
or has
realistic alternative
but to do
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Association’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report
Our
objectives
are to obtain
reasonable
assurance
whether the financial report as a whole is free
Auditor’s
Responsibilities
for the
Audit of the
Financialabout
Report
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes
conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit
when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in
conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement
the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in
basis of the financial report.
the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
As
part
of financial
an auditreport.
in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professional
basis
of the
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professional
judgement
professional
scepticism
throughoutofthe
audit.
We also:
• Identifyand
andmaintain
assess the
risks of material
misstatement
the
financial
report, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
effectiveness of the Association’s internal control.
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
effectiveness of the Association’s internal control.
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Association’s ability to continue as a going concern. If
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Association’s ability to continue as a going concern. If
report to the related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify
report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Association to cease to continue as a going
our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
concern.
report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Association to cease to continue as a going
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the
concern.
disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the
manner that achieves fair presentation.
disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
that we identify during our audit.
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

JIM GOUSKOS
Principal
JIM GOUSKOS
Principal
28 August 2017

PITCHER PARTNERS
Adelaide
PITCHER PARTNERS
Adelaide

28 August 2017
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
REPORT BY MEMBERS OF BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

In accordance with Section 35(5) of the Associations Incorporations Act (SA) 1985, the Board of
Management of South Australian Cricket Association Inc hereby states that during the financial year:
a. (i) no officer of the Association
(ii) no firm of which an officer is a member; and
(iii) no body corporate in which an officer has a substantial financial interest,
Has received or become entitled to receive a benefit as a result of a contract between the officer, firm or
body corporate and the Association, except for the following:
2017
2016
$'000
$'000
R. Snewin - Glenelg Cricket Club
Amounts paid to Glenelg Cricket Club for premier cricket annual
distributions and hosting 1st class cricket at Glenelg Oval.
R. Snewin is the President of Glenelg Cricket Club.
Value of transactions

66

135

148
-

122
(11)

1

9

5

5

-

30

R.W. Hill Smith - Samuel Smith & Son Pty Ltd
Goods were provided to Adelaide Oval SMA Limited by Samuel
Smith & Son Pty Ltd, a related entity of R.W. Hill Smith, on
commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions (Sales)
Value of transactions (Payments)
Andrew Sinclair - Cowell Clarke
Legal services were rendered to Adelaide Oval SMA Limited
by Cowell Clarke, a related entity of Andrew Sinclair, on
commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions
R. Phillips - Honorarium
An Honorarium was received from the Association in connection
with services rendered as Premier cricket talent spotter on
commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions
D.L. Marsh - Grant Thornton
Internal audit services were provided by Grant Thornton,
a related entity of D.L. Marsh, on commercial terms and conditions.
Value of transactions
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC
ABN 94 694 912 780
REPORT BY MEMBERS OF BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

2017
$'000

2016
$'000

-

23

S.D.H. Parkinson - Sam Parkinson Marketing
Goods were provided by Sam Parkinson Marketing, a related
entity of S.D.H. Parkinson, on commercial terms and conditions.
S. D. H. Parkinson retired as a Director on 28 September 2015.
Value of transactions

b. no officer of the Association has received directly or indirectly from the Association any payment or
other benefit of pecuniary value.
This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Management and is signed for and
on behalf of the Board of Management by:

Board Member:
D. L. Marsh

Board Member:
R. W. Hill Smith

Dated this:

28th day of August 2017
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Jake Lehmann celebrates winning the Sheffield Shield game against New South Wales.

THE BEER BEHIND CRICKET
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
it pays to be a local

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
CRICKET ASSOCIATION INC.

South Australian Cricket Association Adelaide Oval North Adelaide 5006 South Australia
Telephone 08 8300 3800 Facsimile 08 8231 4346 www.saca.com.au

